
Executive Committee | Agenda  

10 a.m., Wednesday, July 12, 2023 
CAPCOG Lantana Room 

6800 Burleson Road, Bld. 310, Ste. 155 
Austin, Texas 78744 

A closed executive session may be held on any of the above agenda items when legally justified pursuant to Subchapter D 
of the Texas Open Meetings Act (Texas Government Code Chapter 551). 

1. Call to Order and opening remarks by the Chair 
 

2. Consider Approving Minutes for the June 14, 2023 Meeting 
 

3. Consider Adopting a Resolution Approving CAPCOG’s CDBG Mitigation Method of Distribution 
Dee Harrison, Homeland Security Program Manager 
 

4. Consider Approving a Contract with University of Houston for an Air Quality Monitoring Project 
Anton Cox, Air Quality Program Manager 
 

5. Consider Approving Contracts with St. Edward’s University and Huston-Tillotson University for PM2.5   
Monitoring Projects  
  Anton Cox, Air Quality Program Manager 

 
6. Consider Approving the FY 2024 – 2026 AAACAP Area Plan for submission to the Texas Health and 

Human Services Commission 
  Patty Bordie, Director of Aging Services 
 

7. Consider Approving Appointments to Advisory Committees 
Betty Voights, Executive Director   

 
8. Consider Authorizing Purchase of Equipment and Licenses for CAPCOG Cyber Resiliency Project 

Kelly Claflin, Chief Information Security Officer 
 

9. Staff Reports 
Betty Voights, Executive Director 
 

10. Adjourn 

Judge James Oakley, Burnet County, Chair 
Mayor Lew White, City of Lockhart, 1st Vice Chair 
Commissioner Debbie Ingalsbe, Hays County, 
2nd Vice Chair 
Mayor Pro Tem Matthew Baker, City of Round 
Rock, Secretary 
Mayor Jane Hughson, City of San Marcos, 
Parliamentarian 
Mayor Brandt Rydell, City of Taylor, Immediate 
Past Chair  
Council Member Mackenzie Kelly, City of Austin 
Commissioner Clara Beckett, Bastrop County      
Ms. Connie Schroeder, City of Bastrop 
Council Member Kevin Hight, City of Bee Cave 
Judge Brett Bray, Blanco County 
Commissioner Joe Don Dockery, Burnet County 
 

Judge Hoppy Haden, Caldwell County 
Judge Dan Mueller, Fayette County 
Council Member Ron Garland, City of Georgetown 
Mayor Pro Tem Esmeralda Mattke Longoria, City of Leander 
Commissioner Steven Knobloch, Lee County 
Judge Ron Cunningham, Llano County 
Mayor Pro Tem Doug Weiss, City of Pflugerville 
Council Member Janice Bruno, City of Smithville 
Judge Andy Brown, Travis County  
Commissioner Ann Howard, Travis County  
Commissioner Russ Boles, Williamson County  
Commissioner Cynthia Long, Williamson County  
Senator Pete Flores 
Representative Stan Gerdes 
Representative Terry Wilson  
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10 a.m., Wednesday, June 14, 2023 
CAPCOG Lantana Room 

6800 Burleson Road 
Building 310, Suite 155 

Austin, TX  78744 
 
 
Present (15) 
Judge James Oakley, Burnet County, Chair 
Mayor Lew White, City of Lockhart, 1st Vice Chair 
Mayor Pro Tem Matthew Baker, City of Round Rock, 
Secretary 
Mayor Brandt Rydell, City of Taylor, Immediate Past 
Chair 
Mayor Connie Schroeder, City of Bastrop 
Judge Brett Bray, Blanco County 
Commissioner Joe Don Dockery, Burnet County 

Judge Hoppy Haden, Caldwell County 
Council Member Ron Garland, City of Georgetown 
Commissioner Steven Knobloch, Lee County 
Judge Ron Cunningham, Llano County 
Mayor Pro Tem Doug Weiss, City of Pflugerville 
Council Member Janice Bruno, City of Smithville 
Commissioner Ann Howard, Travis County 
Commissioner Cynthia Long, Williamson County

 
Absent (9) 
Commissioner Debbie Ingalsbe, Hays County, 2nd Vice 
Chair 
Mayor Jane Hughson, City of San Marcos, 
Parliamentarian 
Council Member Mackenzie Kelly, City of Austin 
Commissioner Clara Beckett, Bastrop County 

Council Member Kevin Hight, City of Bee Cave 
Judge Dan Mueller, Fayette County 
Mayor Pro Tem Esme Mattke Longoria, City of Leander 
Judge Andy Brown, Travis County 
Commissioner Russ Boles, Williamson County 
 

 
1. Call to Order and opening remarks by the Chair 

Judge Oakley called the meeting to order at 10:08 a.m. and lead the board in the national and state pledge 
of allegiances. 

 
2. Consider Approving Minutes for the May 10, 2023 Meeting 

Judge Oakley asked the board to consider the May 10, 2023 meeting minutes. Commissioner Dockery 
made a motion to approve the minutes. Mayor White seconded the motion. It passed unanimously. 

 
3. Consider Adopting Bylaws for CAEDD Committee 

Betty Voights, Executive Director 
Ms. Voights said the Capital Area Economic Development District (CAEDD) board has been operating 
under the bylaws that govern the 501c3 organization that used to be required by the Economic 
Development Administration to create a regional economic development district. She said that through 
recent discussions with the EDA attorney she determined the CAPCOG Executive Committee is the 
governing body of the nonprofit, similarly to how the Capital Area Initiative Foundation works, and is 
proposing a new set of bylaws for the CAEDD committee, so it functions as an advisory committee of the 
CAPCOG Executive Committee. 
 
Mayor Schroeder made a motion to approve the new CAEDD Committee bylaws. Council Member Garland 
seconded the motion. It passed unanimously. 

 
4. Consider Approving Update to Personnel Policies 

Andrew Hoekzema, Deputy Executive Director 
Mr. Hoekzema said the proposed updates to the personnel policies were minor and mostly reflect 
clarifications and create flexibility for administering the policies. He noted a full description of the changes 
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were included in the memo and they received a redline version of the personnel policies. He summarized 
the following changes: 

• Probationary periods for promotions and lateral moves of current employees wouldn’t affect taking 
leave. 

• New hires and employees who receive a market adjustment or promotion would not receive an 
across-the-board pay raise if their salary was approved within three months of the implemented 
across-the-board raise. 

• New employees’ insurance will be subject to any administrative restrictions in CAPCOG’s approved 
benefits plans. 

• Employees’ vacation time will roll over until it hits 240 hours before any loss of accumulated leave. 
• Employees can be paid out their leave balance after 90 days from their start date instead of one 

year. 
• Employees’ optional holidays will now be considered a second personal holiday. 

 
Mayor Pro Tem Baker wanted to make sure employees weren’t getting penalized by the across-the-board 
raises policy change. Mr. Hoekzema explained that when CAPCOG determines an employee’s salary it is 
looking at the current market rate and that any upcoming across-the-board raise should be included in 
their new salaries. 
 
Judge Cunningham made a motion to approve the updates to the personnel policies. Mayor White 
seconded the motion. The motion passed unanimously. 

 
5. Consider Authorizing Negotiation of a Contract for CAPCOG Website Redevelopment  

Mason Canales, Public Information Coordinator 
Mr. Canales said CAPCOG went through a website redevelopment project about 5 years ago and it is about 
time to refresh the website’s appearance and enhance its features for end users. He said during the last 
redevelopment, CAPCOG created several sections that made browsing easier and would be keeping those 
and adding new ones while giving CAPCOG a greater ability to control content on the site without having 
to engage a developer and increasing the website’s security. 
 
Judge Oakley asked if CAPCOG bid the contract. Mr. Canales said CAPCOG reviewed several vendors on the 
Texas Department of Informational Resources buy board and is recommending negotiating with Presley 
Design Studios, which has the lowest average cost for website services of the vendors reviewed and has 
worked with CAPCOG before. He said CAPCOG will present Presley with the websites scope of work which 
includes a lot of new features and scale back the project based on the project’s proposed budget if 
needed. 
 
Council Member Bruno asked if we looked at any other vendors who specifically work on government 
websites. Mr. Canales said CAPCOG has met with some of those vendors, but decided to use a DIR 
contract to keep a maintenance contract lower and allow CAPCOG to buy development hours as needed in 
the future versus paying for maintenance work that isn’t needed. 
 
Commissioner Long made a motion negotiate and enter into a contract with Presley Design Studio for 
capcog.org’s website redevelopment. Commissioner Howard seconded the motion. It passed 
unanimously. 

 
6. Consider Approving Conformance Review of Texas Regional Landfill Company, LP, (Waste Connections) 

Travis County Type IV Landfill, MSW Permit No. 1841C, Major Modification Application 
Ken May, Regional Programs Manager 
Charles Simon, Director, Regional Planning & Services 

Mr. Simon said Waste Connections has applied for a permit amendment to expand its existing landfill 
footprint in Travis County, which would increase it from 118 acres to about 130 acres but not increase the 
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height or depth of the site. He mentioned that the Solid Waste Advisory Committee and a conformance 
review subcommittee reviewed and recommended a statement of conformance with the Regional Solid 
Waste Plan with the condition that applicant receives a variance from the Travis County Transportation 
and Natural Resources because of its proximity to the floodplain. 
 
Commissioner Long made a motion to approve the conformance review recommendation for the Waste 
Connections permit. Judge Haden seconded the motion. 
 
Commissioner Howard asked where in the process is Waste Connections in seeking the Travis County 
variance. Mr. Simon said a variance hasn’t been requested yet, but it was identified as a needed action as 
part of the review process. Ms. Voights and Mr. Ken May, CAPCOG’s solid waste program manager, each 
noted the site is the only construction debris landfill in Travis County and the region. Commissioner Long 
said such a landfill is less impactful on the environment than a traditional landfill. Mayor Pro Tem Baker 
asked if the expansion or the existing landfill was in the floodplain. Mr. May said both, but they should just 
have to ensure proper drainage. 
 
Judge Oakley called for a vote on the motion. It passed unanimously. 

 
7. Consider Accepting and Verifying the Completion of Cybersecurity Awareness Training for All CAPCOG 

Employees  
Kelly Claflin, Director/CISO  

Mr. Claflin said all CAPCOG employees have completed the requirements for cybersecurity training which 
is required for any staff members who spends more than 25 percent of their time at a computer. He noted 
that all new employees take cybersecurity training when they are onboarded, and employees must take 
the training once a year. Mr. Claflin said the IT department also conducts cyber attacks simulations 
throughout the year and staff has been increasingly successful at passing the simulations. 
 
Commissioner Dockery made a motion to accept and verify the completions of the cybersecurity 
awareness training for CAPCOG employees. Council Member Bruno second the motion. It passed 
unanimously. 
 
Judge Bray asked Mr. Claflin about how simulations are conducted. Mr. Claflin said it’s a feature of 
CAPCOG cybersecurity software that lets the IT department draft its own threat-based emails. He said he 
would be happy to share information about the software with anyone’s IT department. 

 
8. Consider Approving Appointments to Advisory Committees 

Deborah Brea, Executive Assistant   
Ms. Voights said Ken Snipes was recently appointed the City of Austin’s new emergency management 
coordinator, and because of his position, he qualifies to serve on CAPCOG’s Homeland Security Task Force 
without a formal appointment. However, the task force has recommended Assistant Chief Andre de la 
Reza, of the Austin Fire Department, to serve on the committee. Judge Cunningham also recommended 
Tiffany Horner for the CAPCOG GIS Planning Council. 
 
Judge Cunningham made a motion to approve the appointments as presented. Mayor Schroeder 
seconded the motion. It passed unanimously. 

 
9. Staff Reports 

Betty Voights, Executive Director 
Ms. Voights said former Blanco Mayor Rachel Lumpee didn’t run for office again and didn’t request that 
the new mayor take her spot on the board to finish out the year, so her position on the board would 
remain open until the CAPCOG General Assembly votes on new Executive Committee members in 
December. 
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Mr. Simon said CAPCOG has received three applications seeking about $60,000 from the remaining solid 
waste funds; it also has received eight letters of intent to apply by the Friday application deadline with 
estimated request of $98,000. 

 
10. Adjourn 

Judge Oakley adjourned the meeting at 10:48 a.m. 

 

 

 

_________________________________    ____________________ 
Mayor Pro Tem Matt Baker, Secretary     Date 
Executive Committee  
Capital Area Council of Governments 



EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING  
 

 
MEETING DATE: July 12, 2023  
 
AGENDA ITEM: #3 Consider Adopting a Resolution Approving CAPCOG’s CDBG Mitigation Method of 

Distribution  
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF ITEM: 
 
The Texas General Land Office (GLO) received an appropriation from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 
Development (HUD) for Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) funds for Mitigation (MIT). These funds 
were earmarked for the “most impacted and distressed” federally declared or state declared counties impacted 
by Hurricane Harvey. Councils of Governments (COG) were selected to create a Method of Distribution (MOD) for 
allotting the funds for mitigation projects. 
 
CAPCOG Homeland Security held a series of in-person and virtual public meetings to collect community feedback 
for the creation of the MOD. The GLO allocated $25,125,000 to Fayette County jurisdictions and eligible entities 
and $27,128,000 was allocated to jurisdictions and entities in Bastrop, Caldwell, and Lee counties, totaling 
$52,253,000. All eligible jurisdictions in the four identified counties have indicated they will accept the GLO CDBG-
MIT funding. Meetings were also held with representatives of the four counties on July 13, 2022, and on April 5, 
2023. The Executive Committee approved the CAPCOG GLO CDBG-MIT MOD at its meeting on May 10, 2023.  
Subsequent to that approval, the GLO has requested a resolution approving the MOD.   
 
THIS ITEM REPRESENTS A: 

 New issue, project, or purchase 
 Routine, regularly scheduled item 
 Follow-up to previously discussed item 
 Special item requested by board member 
 Other 

 
PRIMARY CONTACT/STAFF MEMBER:     Martin Ritchey, Director Homeland Security 
      Dee Harrison, Homeland Security Program Manager 
BUDGETARY IMPACT:  
 Total estimated cost:  N/A 
 Source of Funds:  N/A 
 Is item already included in fiscal year budget?  Yes  No 
 Does item represent a new expenditure?  Yes  No 
 Does item represent a pass-through purchase?  Yes  No 
 If so, for what city/county/etc.?        
 
PROCUREMENT: N/A 
 
ACTION REQUESTED: 
Adopt Resolution Approving the CAPCOG GLO CDBG-MIT MOD as required by the GLO. 
 
BACK-UP DOCUMENTS ATTACHED: 

1. Resolution Approving the CAPCOG GLO CDBG-MIT MOD. 
2. Texas General Land Office Conditionally Approved MOD. 
3. Allocations by Eligible Jurisdictions 

 
BACK-UP DOCUMENTS NOT ATTACHED (to be sent prior to meeting or will be a handout at the meeting): N/A 



A	RESOLUTION	
AUTHORIZING	THE	APPROVAL	OF	THE	CAPCOG	METHOD	OF	

DISTRIBUTION	FOR	CDBG	MITIGATION	

  WHEREAS, the Capital Area Council of Governments (CAPCOG) is a poli cal subdivision of the State, serving 
Bastrop Blanco, Burnet, Caldwell, Faye e, Hays, Lee, Llano, Travis, and Williamson Coun es; and, 

 WHEREAS, CAPCOG was selected by the Texas General Land Office (GLO) to develop a Method of Distribu on 
(MOD) for $52,253,000 in US Department of Housing an Urban Development (HUD) for Community Development Block 
Grant (CDBG) Mi ga on (MIT) funds; and, 

  WHEREAS, Faye e County and its jurisdic ons and en es were allocated $ 25,125,000; and, 

 WHEREAS, Bastrop, Caldwell, and Lee County jurisdic ons and en es were allo ed $27,128,000; and, 

 WHEREAS, a series of public hearings were held to gather community feedback on the Method of Distribu on 
of the funds; and, 

 WHEREAS, the CAPCOG Execu ve Commi ee, has previously approved the Method of Distribu on of the CDBG
‐MIT funds; and 

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED,  that the Capital Area Council of Governments Execu ve Commi ee hereby ap‐
proves the GLO DCBG_MIT MOD as requested the GLO. 
 
Resolu on adopted by the Capital Area Council of Governments Execu ve Commi ee this 12th day of July, 2023. 
 

Judge James Oakley, Chair 
Execu ve Commi ee 
Capital Area Council of Governments 

Mayor Pro Tem Ma hew Baker, Secretary 
Execu ve Commi ee 
Capital Area Council of Governments 
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Council of Governments:   Capital Area Council of Governments 
Allocation Calculation Sheet Packet Page Number: ______________________________ 

HUD MID and State MID Allocations 
HUD MID Total $25,125,000 
State MID Total $27,128,000 

 Grand Total COG Allocation $52,253,000 
Table 1 

Funding Limits 
Minimum Amount Waiver Requested Yes  No  

Minimum Amount $1,000,000 
Maximum Amount N/A 

Table 2 

Regional Risk Mitigation 
Explain how the method of distribution reduces regional risks, how it will foster long-term community resilience 
that is forward-looking and encourages the prioritization of regional investments with regional impacts in risk 
reduction for hurricanes, tropical storms and depressions, and flooding in the HUD-identified and State-identified 
most impacted and distressed areas. 

Central Texas is transected by several major river basins and miles of rivers subject to seasonal riverine and 
flash flooding. In additional to seasonal and other storm-related flooding, the 10-county Capital Area region is 
highly vulnerable to flooding and flash flooding due to tropical depressions, storms, and/or hurricanes moving 
inland from the Texas coast. Parts of the region are known as “flash flood alley”, due to geographic and 
topographic features of the region and proximity to the Texas coast. In particular, four counties were the most 
severely impacted by Hurricane Harvey: Bastrop, Caldwell, Fayette, and Lee. The Capital Area Council of 
Governments (CAPCOG) has developed a consistent, understandable Method of Distribution (MOD) that 
reflects mitigation needs of the region and its communities. CAPCOG staff researched potential objective 
factors and explored various scenarios involving different formulas and funding options with the CAPCOG 
Homeland Security Task Force. Public comments and input from the Public Planning Meetings held on May 9, 
2022, and May 13, 2022, were considered in the development of the MOD.   
 
After considering the various factors, the following factors were selected: 

1. Households Impacted by historic disasters (2002 – 2019) 
2. FEMA Individual Assistance (IA) registration data (2002 -2019) 
3. Identified Low- to Moderate-Income (LMI) Population 
4. Social Vulnerability Indices (SoVI) Rankings 

 

Delivered to the GLO:  June 13, 2023 Approved by the GLO: 

Texas General Land Office 
State of Texas CDBG-Mitigation Regional Mitigation Program 
MIT COG MOD Summary 
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The above listed factors were drawn from publicly available datasets. Together, they provide an indicator of 
local mitigation needs in the four identified counties. Using the Social Vulnerability Index (SoVI) rankings, 
identified LMI populations, and the FEMA Individual Assistance (IA) Non-Personally Identifiable Information 
(PII) registration and damage data 2002 – 2019.). 
 
Each of the factors were given equal weight (25%) in the allocation formula. The formula was used to allocate 
funding to cities in the four identified CAPCOG counties. Any allocation for a city that would receive less than 
the $1,000,000 threshold were rolled back up into the county totals. Any city with a center or seat of 
government; to wit: the City Hall, is not physically located within the four identified CAPCOG counties were 
not selected.  
 
The total allocation of $52,253,000 was approved by the CAPCOG Executive Committee, with $25,125,000 of 
the HUD MID allocated solely to Fayette County. The remaining $27,128,000 will be divided between Bastrop, 
Caldwell, and Lee Counties based on the allocation factors listed above. Project selection for these allocations 
will ensure that the overall allocation totals for HUD MID and State MID are met. Sub-grantees will be 
responsible as project sponsors for developing their individual project proposals, adhering to all applicable 
requirements, managing all other aspects of implementing the projects, and providing information for required 
reports.  
 
The CAPCOG MOD will provide funding for mitigation projects to reduce regional riverine, flash flooding, 
and seasonal flooding risks and damage to infrastructure and communities due tropical depressions, storms, 
and/or hurricanes moving inland from the Texas coast. 
 

Table 3 

Distribution Factors 

The COG has selected the following distribution factors: 
Distribution Factor* Weight Documentation 

Source 
Explanation of Factor Selection and 

Weighting  

Households impacted by 
historic disasters (2002 – 
2019) 

25% 
Federal Emergency 
Management Agency 
(FEMA) 

Selected factor is quantifiable and reports the actual 
number of FEMA declared disasters during a specified 
time period. It further supports the number of damaged 
structures within an impacted area during the specified 
time period. 

Federal Emergency 
Management Agency (FEMA) 
Individual Assistance (IA) 
registration data 

25% 
Federal Emergency 
Management Agency 
(FEMA) 

Selected factor is quantifiable and reports the actual 
count of FEMA applicant registrations for Hurricane 
Harvey (DR-4332-TX) per geographic area. It further 
supports the number impacted households within an 
impacted area. 

Low-to Moderate Income 
percentage 25% US Housing and Urban 

Development (HUD) 

Selected factor is quantifiable and reports the SU 
Census Identified count of Low- to Moderate Income 
persons in a geographic area. HUD and GLO require 
the LMI be a factor in allocations. CBDG funds must be 
expended to benefit 50% low- and moderate-income 
(LMI) communities. 

Social Vulnerability Indices 
(SoVI) Rankings 
 

25% US Census Bureau Texas 
General Land Office 

Selected factor is quantifiable and reports the actual US 
Census identified variables to determine the overall 
ranking of a community’s resilience when confronted 
by external stresses on human health. 
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Table 4 

*Add more rows if needed 

Threshold Factors 
If any, please describe threshold factors that were used to allocate funds. 

Threshold Factor* Documentation Source Explanation of Factor Selection 
N/A N/A N/A 
N/A N/A N/A 

Table 5 

*Add more rows if needed 

Eligible Activities 
Activities must meet the criteria outlined in the Regional Mitigation Program (COG MODs) section of the State 
of Texas CDBG Mitigation Action Plan. 
 
The COG has addressed prioritization of eligible activities as follows: 

 The COG has chosen not to limit subrecipients in the region to projects meeting regional priority 
activities. 

-OR- 

 The COG has limited subrecipients in the region to selecting projects meeting the following regional 
priority activities: 

 
Flood control and drainage improvement, 
including the construction or rehabilitation of 
stormwater management systems 

 Water and sewer facilities 
 Communications infrastructure  
 Provision of generators 

 Natural or green infrastructure  Removal of debris 
 Public Facilities (shelter, library, etc.)  Streets or bridges 

 

Economic development (assistance to 
businesses for the installation of disaster 
mitigation improvements and technologies; 
financing to support the development of 
technologies, systems, and other measures to 
mitigate future disaster impacts; “hardening” of 
commercial areas and facilities; and financing 
critical infrastructure sectors to allow continued 
commercial operations during and after 
disasters) 

 Other infrastructure improvements  
 Public Services (within the 15% cap) 

 
FEMA Hazard Mitigation Grant Program 
(HMGP) cost share for CDBG-MIT eligible 
project  

 
Buyouts or Acquisitions with or without 
relocation assistance, down payment assistance, 
housing incentives, or demolition  

 Activities designed to relocate families outside 
of floodplains  

Table 6 
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Ineligible Activities 
Ineligible activities are outlined in the Regional Mitigation Program section of the State of Texas CDBG 
Mitigation Action Plan, as amended, and should be referenced accordingly.  

Covered Projects 
A Covered Project is defined as an infrastructure project having a total project cost of $100 million or more, with 
at least $50 million of CDBG funds, regardless of source (CDBG-DR, CDBG-MIT, or CDBG). Covered projects 
included in the Regional Mitigation Program must meet specific criteria set forth by HUD’s CDBG-MIT Notice 
84 FR 45838 (August 30, 2019) and the State of Texas Mitigation Action Plan. Inclusion of a Covered Project in 
the MOD does not guarantee funding until a full eligibility review is completed and the subsequent action plan 
amendment receives HUD approval.  
  
Will the Method of Distribution include a Covered Project? 
 

 Yes  No 
Table 7 

If yes, please provide the following information: 
 

• The eligible entity benefitting from the project; 
• A description of the project and how it meets the definition of a mitigation activity; and 
• The cost of the Covered Project.  

Not Applicable. 

Table 8 

Low-and Moderate-Income Requirements 
Below is the strategic plan of how the method of distribution meets the minimum 50 percent low- and moderate-
income (LMI) requirement.  
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CAPCOG’s strategic plan to meet the LMI National Objective incorporates the data selections and weights. 
The LMI percentage is weighted at 25% and the SoVI is also weighted at 25% in the allocation worksheet. 
Therefore, 50% of the allocations are focused on serving the economically distressed areas in Bastrop, 
Caldwell, Fayette, and Lee counties that are 51% or more low-to moderate-income households or that will 
benefit households with incomes below 80% of the Area Median Income (AMI). Our regional partners and 
stakeholders have been informed about the intention and purposes of this funding. They will focus their 
attention on identifying projects that will meet the regional threshold after the funding allocation has occurred. 

Table 9 

Public Hearing Information 
The Action Plan requires at least one Public Planning Meeting prior to submitting the Preliminary MOD to the 
GLO for review and one Public Hearing before submission of the Preliminary MOD to GLO for final approval. 
If the COG holds multiple outreach activities, please contact the GLO for additional documentation forms. 

Meeting Type Public Planning Meeting MOD Public Hearing 
Date(s): 5/9/22 & 5/13/22 3/22/23 & 3/23/23 
Location(s): CAPCOG 

6800 Burleson Rd, Bldg. 310, Ste 165, Pecan Rm 
Austin, TX  78744 
Fayette County EMS 
1721 N Von Minden Rd 
La Grange, TX  78945 

Fayette County EMS 
1721 N Von Minden Rd 
La Grange, TX  78945 
CAPCOG 
6800 Burleson Rd, Bldg. 310, Ste 165, Pecan Rm 
Austin, TX  78744 

Total Attendance: 17 (13 via MS Teams) & 31 (3 via MS Teams)  23 (2 via MS Teams) & 9 (4 via MS Teams) 
Table 10 

 
Direct Notice. As required, personal notice was sent to eligible entities at least five (5) days in advance of the 
public hearing using the following method(s) (at least one must be selected): 

 
Method 

Public Planning Meeting MOD Public Hearing 
Date(s) Sent Date(s) Sent 

☒ Email 5/4/22 – 5/9/22 3/8/23 

☐ Fax Not Applicable Not Applicable 

☐ Hand Delivery Not Applicable Not Applicable 

☐ Certified Mail Not Applicable Not Applicable 
Table 11 
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Website Notice. As required, public notice was posted on the COG website at least five (5) days in advance: 
Website Notice Public Planning Meeting MOD Public Hearing 
Date(s) 5/3/22 2/28/23 

Table 12 

Published Notice. As required, notice of the public hearing was published in at least one regional newspaper at 
least three (3) days in advance. Notice of the public hearings were published in the following regional 
newspaper(s):  

 
Newspaper Name 

Public Planning Meeting MOD Public Hearing 
Date Published Date Published 

Austin American Statesman 5/4/22 3/10/23 
Bastrop Advertiser  5/4/22 3/10/23 & 3/15/23 
Bastrop County Insider/Elgin Courier 5/4/22 3/8/23 
Fayette County Record 5/6/22 3/10/23 
Flatonia Argus 5/5/22 3/9/23 
Giddings Times and News 5/5/22 3/9/23 
Lexington Leader 5/5/22 3/9/23 
Lockhart Post-Register 5/6/22 3/9/23 
Schulenburg Sticker 5/5/22 3/9/23 
Smithville Times  5/4/22 3/15/23 

Table 13        

Public Comment Period 
Provide the dates of the public comment period for the COG MOD.  

Start Date:  5/3/23 to 5/13/22 2/28/23 to 3/31/23 
Table 14/ 

Citizen Participation 
Describe how the COG conducted their citizen and non-governmental organization outreach, including any efforts 
exceeding GLO minimum public participation requirements. These efforts should comply with the Citizen 
Participation Plan provided to the GLO. 

CAPCOG posted program information on its website, published public hearing notices in local newspapers, 
published and distributed program information through its newsletter, Connections. CAPCOG identified other 
government agencies and organizations that could provide additional input and expertise and expand upon 
representation of the residents of Bastrop, Caldwell, Fayette, and Lee Counties, that were invited to attend the 
public hearings either in-person or virtually. 

Table 15 
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Accommodations. Describe any efforts to notify and accommodate those with modified communication needs, 
such as posting information and providing interpretive services for persons with Limited English Proficiency and 
for people with hearing impairments or other access and functional needs (ADA compliance). 

CAPCOG uses a variety of methods to communicate with non-English speaking residents. CAPCOG and 
Fayette County have Spanish speaking employees who are available to provide translation services upon 
request.  In addition, CAPCOG subscribes to a telephone service that provides translation services for 
multiple languages. CAPCOG will provide American Sign Language (ASL) and other language interpretation 
services, if requested within 48 hours of the public meetings.   
 
Notices for public hearings and media releases and advisories were sent to local print and broadcast media 
outlets that serve the residents of the four counties that are part of this program. The media distribution will 
include those who serve non-English speaking and Limited English Proficiency populations and persons with 
disabilities, including those with visual and/or hearing impairments, behavioral health disorders, and/or IDD. 
 
CAPCOG provided reasonable accommodation for persons attending the public meetings. Requests from 
persons needing special accommodations will be requested 48 hours prior to the public meetings. The 
meetings will be conducted in English. Requests for language interpreters or other special communication 
needs will be accommodated if made at least 48 hours prior to the public meetings. 

Table 16 

Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing (AFFH) Statement 
All subrecipients will certify that they will affirmatively further fair housing (“AFFH”) in their grant agreements 
and will receive GLO training and technical assistance in meeting their AFFH obligations. Additionally, all 
project applications will undergo AFFH review by GLO before approval of projects. Such review will include 
assessment of a proposed project’s area demography, socioeconomic characteristics, housing configuration and 
needs, educational, transportation, and health care opportunities, environmental hazards or concerns, and all other 
factors material to the AFFH determination. Applications should show that projects are likely to lessen area racial, 
ethnic, and low-income concentrations, and/or promote affordable housing in low-poverty, nonminority areas in 
response to natural hazard related impacts. 

COG Principal Contact Information 
Contact Name: Betty Voights 

Title: Executive Director 
Table 17 
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Contact and Signatory Authority 
Attached is a Resolution from the COG approving the method of distribution and authorizing its submittal to the 
Texas General Land Office. I certify that the contents of this document and all related attachments are complete 
and accurate.  

 
   

Signature 
 
 

 Date 

Betty Voights  Executive Director 
Printed Name 
 
 

 Title 

bvoights@capcog.org  512-916-6000 
Email Address  Telephone Number 

 



Allocation Summary Worksheet 
CAPCOG 

COG: CAPCOG $ 52,253,000.00 

Total Allocation: $ 52,253,000.00 

l)•l&h•i 
Entity I Allocation I 

Percentage of Total 
I 

Allocation 
LMI Portion I LMI Percentage 

Fayette County � 4,810,100 19.14% $ 2,405,100 50% 

Carmine $ 2,548,300 10.14% $ 1,274,200 50% 

Ellinger $ 1,588,300 6.32% $ 794,100 50% 

Fayetteville $ 3,344,800 13.31% $ 1,672,400 50% 

Flatonia $ 3,022,400 12.03% $ 1,511,200 50% 

La Grange $ 4,556,000 18.13% $ 2,278,000 50% 

Round Top $ 1,965,200 $ 982,600 50% 
Schulenburg $ 3,289,900 $ 1,645,000 50% 

Total 

Entity Allocation 
Percentage of Total 

1 
Allocation 

LMI Portion 

Bastrop County $ 4,362,600 16.08% s 2,181,300 50% 
Bastrop $ 2,358,000 8.69% $ 1,179,000 50% 
Elgin $ 1,970,700 7.26% $ 985,300 50% 
Smithville $ 2,421,100 8.92% $ 1,210,600 50% 

Caldwell County s 3,499, 1 

Lockhart $ 1,889,900 6.97% s 945,000 50% 
Luling $ 1,527,800 5.63% $ 763,900 50% 
Martindale $ 2,375,000 8.75% $ 1,187,500 50% 

Lee County s 2,548,800 9.40% s 1,274,400 

Giddings $ 2,207,100 8.14% $ 1,103,500 50% 
Lexington $ 1,967,500 7.25% $ 983,700 50% 

27 ,128,0001 100.00% IS 13,563,9001 50% 



 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING  

 
MEETING DATE: July 12, 2023 
       
AGENDA ITEM: #4 Consider Approving a Contract with University of Houston for an Air Quality 

Monitoring Project 
         
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF ITEM: 
Under CAPCOG’s 2022-2023 “Near-Nonattainment”/Rider 7 grant from the Texas Commission on Environmental 
Quality (TCEQ), CAPCOG has access to state funding to conduct air monitoring and emissions inventory 
development related to ground-level ozone (O3) for the Austin-Round Rock-Georgetown Metropolitan Statistical 
Area (MSA). The University of Houston (UH) in partnership with Baylor University and St. Edward’s University 
operates a state-of-the-art mobile air quality laboratory (MAQL3) which would allow CAPCOG to collect additional 
air quality monitoring data at additional locations. This would help the region better understand air quality 
conditions across the region because the MAQL3 can move across the region to better characterize emissions at 
and between CAPCOG’s existing Continuous Air Monitoring Sites (CAMS). 

CAPCOG staff is requesting to execute an ILA with UH to operate the MAQL3 in the Austin-Round Rock-
Georgetown MSA in October 2023. This ILA will include the tasks listed below. 

- Task 1: Creation of a Quality Assurance Performance Plan (QAPP) 
- Task 2: Mobile Monitoring Data Collection 
- Task 3: Reporting 

All tasks would be funded under CAPCOG’s TCEQ Rider 7 Grant. 

THIS ITEM REPRESENTS A: 
 New issue, project, or purchase 
 Routine, regularly scheduled item 
 Follow-up to a previously discussed item 
 Special item requested by board member 
 Other 

 
PRIMARY CONTACT/STAFF MEMBER: Anton Cox, Air Quality Program Manager 
 
BUDGETARY IMPACT: 
 Total estimated cost:  $250,000.00 
 Source of Funds:  TCEQ Rider 7 “Near-Nonattainment” Grant 
 Is item already included in fiscal year budget?   Yes   No 
 Does item represent a new expenditure?   Yes   No 
 Does item represent a pass-through purchase?   Yes   No 
 If so, for what city/county/etc.?  n/a  

 
PROCUREMENT: Interlocal Agreement 
 
ACTION REQUESTED: 
Approve an interlocal agreement with the University of Houston to measure air pollution in the Austin – Round 
Rock – Georgetown MSA using a mobile monitor lab.  
 
BACK-UP DOCUMENTS ATTACHED: Draft Scope of Work 
 
BACK-UP DOCUMENTS NOT ATTACHED: None 
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Capital Area Council of Governments Interlocal 
Agreement for 2023 Mobile Air Monitoring 

Sec. 1. Parties and Purpose 
1.1. The Capital Area Council of Governments ("CAPCOG") is a regional planning commission and 

political subdivision of the State of Texas organized and operating under the Texas Regional 
Planning Act of 1965, as amended, chapter 391 of the Local Government Code. 

1.2. The University of Houston (“UH”) is an agency of the State of Texas. 

1.3. CAPCOG has received funding from the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) 
that can be used to monitor ozone (O3) air pollution in the five-county Austin-Round Rock-
Georgetown Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA), which includes Bastrop, Caldwell, Hays, 
Travis, and Williamson Counties. 

1.4. UH is capable of conducting mobile air pollution monitoring in the Austin-Round Rock-
Georgetown MSA. 

1.5. This agreement is entered into between CAPCOG and UH pursuant to Texas Government Code 
chapter 791. 

1.6. For purposes of carrying out CAPCOG’s duties and obligations under this agreement, the parties 
understand agree that references to CAPCOG includes its employees, officers, directors, 
volunteers, agents (including the Capital Area Council of Governments – CAPCOG) and their 
representatives, individually, officially, and collectively. 

1.7. Each CAPCOG and UH being referred to individually as the “Party” or collectively are referred to 
as “Parties” in this document. 

Sec. 2. Goods and Services 
2.1. UH agrees to provide CAPCOG with the goods and services described in Attachment A. 

Sec. 3. Term of Agreement 
3.1. The effective date of this agreement is July 12, 2023, and ends, unless sooner terminated under 

Sec. 9, 10, or 11, on December 31, 2023, or extended by written mutual agreement of the 
Parties. 

Sec. 4. Agreement Price and Payment Terms 
4.1. CAPCOG agrees to compensate UH for the goods and services provided under this Agreement, 

in a fixed price amount not to exceed $250,000.00 as described in Attachment A. 

4.2. UH shall invoice CAPCOG for work performed no more than monthly. 

4.3. The invoices requesting payment must be delivered via e-mail to CAPCOG’s project 
representative described in Attachment B. 

4.4. UH agrees to certify each invoice as follows: 

UH certifies that this invoice is correct and complete and that the amount requested has not 
been received. 
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4.5. CAPCOG agrees to pay UH the amount owed on each invoice within 30 calendar days after its 
receipt, subject to acceptance of the deliverable as specified in Attachment A 

Sec. 5. Rights and Duties 
5.1. To the extent authorized under Texas law, as to any judicial or administrative suit, claim, 

investigation, or proceeding (each a “Proceeding”) brought by someone other than UH that 
arises out of UH’s breach of this agreement or any negligent or intentional act of UH under this 
agreement or any of the transactions contemplated under this agreement, UH shall indemnify 
CAPCOG, its directors, officers, employees, and agents (collectively, “CAPCOG Indemnitees”) 
against all (a) amounts awarded in, or paid in settlement of, the Proceeding, including any 
interest, and (b) any out-of-pocket expense incurred in defending the Proceeding or in any 
related investigation or negotiation, including court filing fees, court costs, arbitration fees, 
witness fees, and attorneys’ and other professionals’ fees and disbursements (collectively, 
“Indemnifiable Losses”) except to the extent that a CAPCOG Indemnitee negligently or 
intentionally caused those Indemnifiable Losses. To the extent authorized under Texas law, as 
to any Proceeding brought by someone other than CAPCOG that arises out of CAPCOG’s breach 
of this agreement or any negligent or intentional act of CAPCOG under this agreement or any of 
the transactions contemplated under this agreement, CAPCOG shall indemnify UH, The 
University of Houston System, its regents, officers, employees, students, and agents 
(collectively, “UH Indemnitees”) against all Indemnifiable Losses except to the extent that a UH 
Indemnitee negligently or intentionally caused those Indemnifiable Losses. 

5.2. For purposes of this agreement, “Force Majeure Event” means, with respect to a Party, any 
event or circumstance, whether or not foreseeable, that was not caused by that Party (other 
than a strike or other labor unrest that affects only that Party, an increase in prices or other 
change in general economic conditions, a change in law, or an event or circumstance that 
results in that Party’s not having sufficient funds to comply with an obligation to pay money) 
and any consequences of that event or circumstance. If a Force Majeure Event prevents a Party 
from complying with any one or more obligations under this agreement, that inability to 
comply will not constitute breach if (1) that Party uses reasonable efforts to perform those 
obligations, (2) that Party’s inability to perform those obligations is not due to its failure to (a) 
take reasonable measures to protect itself against events or circumstances of the same type as 
that Force Majeure Event or (b) develop and maintain a reasonable contingency plan to 
respond to events or circumstances of the same type as that Force Majeure Event, and (3) that 
Party complies with its obligations under this section. If a Force Majeure Event occurs, the 
noncomplying Party shall promptly notify the other Party of the occurrence of that Force 
Majeure Event, its effect on performance, and how long the noncomplying Party expects it to 
last. Thereafter the noncomplying Party shall update that information as reasonably necessary. 
During a Force Majeure Event, the noncomplying Party shall use reasonable efforts to limit 
damages to the other Party and to resume its performance under this agreement. 

Sec. 6. Compliance with Applicable Law and Policy 
6.1. UH agrees to comply with all APPLICABLE LAW and POLICY in carrying out this Agreement, 

including any purchases or reimbursement requests made hereunder. 
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Sec. 7. Independent Contractor 
7.1. UH is not an employee or agent of CAPCOG, but it performs this contract solely as an 

independent contractor. 

Sec. 8. Assignment and Subcontracting 
8.1. Except as specified in the attached scope of services, UH may not assign its rights or 

subcontract its duties under this Agreement without the prior written consent of CAPCOG. An 
attempted assignment or subcontract in violation of this Sec. 8.1 is void. 

Sec. 9. Records and Inspections 
9.1. UH agrees to maintain records adequate to document its performance, costs, and receipts 

under this Agreement. UH agrees to maintain these records at UH’s office address described in 
Sec. 15.  

9.2. Subject to the additional requirement of Sec. 9.3, UH agrees to preserve the records for four 
years after receiving its final payment under this Agreement. 

9.3. If an audit of or information in the records is disputed or the subject of litigation, UH agrees to 
preserve the records until the dispute or litigation is finally concluded, regardless of the ending 
or early termination of this Agreement. 

9.4. CAPCOG is entitled to inspect and copy, during normal business hours at UH’s offices where 
they are maintained, the records maintained under this Agreement for as long as they are 
preserved. 

9.5. CAPCOG is also entitled to visit UH’s offices and talk to its personnel during normal business 
hours to assist in evaluation of its performance under this Agreement. 

Sec. 10. Proprietary or Confidential Information 
10.1. All information in CAPCOG’s possession is public information and is subject to disclosure to 

third parties upon request, unless exempted from disclosure by the Texas Public Information 
Act. 

10.2. If UH believes that information it submits to CAPCOG is proprietary or confidential and is not 
disclosable to a third party, UH must clearly mark the information as proprietary or confidential 
and inform CAPCOG in writing that UH will contest disclosure of the information if disclosure is 
requested under the Texas Public Information Act.  

10.3. If the allegedly proprietary or confidential information is clearly marked as such and CAPCOG 
was informed of UH’s desire to keep the information confidential, CAPCOG agrees to use the 
information only in performing this Agreement and to take reasonable precautions to protect 
the information from unauthorized disclosure to third parties. CAPCOG agrees to refuse to 
disclose the information, if requested to do so under the Texas Public Information Act, and 
instead to request an Attorney General’s decision on whether the information may be 
disclosed. CAPCOG agrees to inform UH of any request for disclosure of the information under 
the Texas Public Information Act.  

Sec. 11. Termination of Agreement without Cause 
11.1. Agreement may be terminated by either Party with a 60-day written notice delivered under the 

terms of Section 15.  
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Sec. 12. Suspension or Termination of Agreement for 
Unavailability of Funds 

12.1. UH acknowledges that CAPCOG is a governmental entity without taxing power and agrees that 
CAPCOG may suspend its payment obligations under or terminate this Agreement in whole or 
part if CAPCOG learns that funds to pay for all or part of the goods and services will not be 
available at the time of delivery or performance.  If CAPCOG suspends or terminates only part 
of this agreement for unavailability of funds, UH agrees to perform the unsuspended or 
unterminated part if CAPCOG so requests.  

12.2. CAPCOG suspends or terminates this agreement for unavailability of funds by giving UH notice 
of the suspension or termination, as soon as it learns of the funding unavailability, specifying 
the suspension or termination date, which may not be fewer than 10 business days from the 
notice date, and describing the part or parts suspended or terminated.  The Agreement is 
suspended or terminates on the specified termination date.  

12.3. If this agreement is suspended or terminated for unavailability of funds under this Sec. 12, UH 
is entitled to compensation for the services it performed before it received notice of 
suspension or termination. However, CAPCOG is not liable to UH for costs it paid or incurred 
under this Agreement after or in anticipation of its receipt of notice of suspension or 
termination.   

Sec. 13. Termination for Breach of Contract 
13.1. If UH or CAPCOG breaches a material provision of this Agreement, the other may notify the 

breaching Party describing the breach and demanding corrective action.  The breaching Party 
has five business days from its receipt of the notice to correct the breach, or to begin and 
continue with reasonable diligence and in good faith to correct the breach.  If the breach 
cannot be corrected within a reasonable time, despite the breaching party’s reasonable 
diligence and good faith effort to do so, the parties may agree to terminate the Agreement or 
either party may invoke the dispute resolution process of Sec. 14.  

13.2. Termination for breach under this section does not waive either party’s claim for damages 
resulting from the breach.   

Sec. 14. Dispute Resolution 
14.1. The parties desire to resolve disputes arising under this Agreement without litigation.  

Accordingly, if a dispute arises, the parties agree to attempt in good faith to resolve the dispute 
between themselves.   

14.2. CAPCOG shall use the dispute resolution process provided in Chapter 2260 of the Texas 
Government Code to attempt to resolve a dispute arising under this contract and such process 
is a required prerequisite to suit in accordance with Chapter 107, Texas Civil Practice and 
Remedies Code. CAPCOG must submit written notice of a claim of breach of contract under this 
chapter to University of Houston, Attn: [Name], [Address], [E-mail Address]. 

14.3. The parties agree to continue performing their duties under this Agreement, which are 
unaffected by the dispute, during the negotiation and mediation process.  
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Sec. 15. Notice to Parties 
15.1. Notice to be effective under this contract must be in writing and received by the party against 

whom it is to operate. Notice is received by a party: (l) when it is delivered to the party 
personally; (2) on the date shown on the return receipt if mailed by registered or certified mail, 
return receipt requested, to the party's address specified in Sec. 15.2 and signed on behalf of 
the party; or (3) three business days after it’s deposited in the United States mail, with first-
class postage affixed, addressed to the party's address specified in Sec. 15.2. 

15.2. CAPCOG's address is 6800 Burleson Road, Building 310, Suite 165, Austin, TX 78744, Attention: 
Betty Voights, Executive Director, bvoights@capcog.org. 

15.3. UH’s address is Attn: [Name], [Address], [E-mail Address].  

15.4. A Party may change its address by providing notice of the change in accordance with Sec. 15.1.  

Sec. 16. Attachments 
16.1. The following attachments are part of this agreement: 

Attachment A: Scope of Services 

Attachment B: Project Representatives and Records Location 

Sec. 17. Miscellaneous 
17.1. Each individual signing this Agreement on behalf of a party warrants that he or she is legally 

authorized to do so and that the party is legally authorized to perform the obligations 
undertaken. 

17.2. This Agreement states the entire agreement of the parties, and an amendment to it is not 
effective unless in writing and signed by all parties.  

17.3. This Agreement is binding on and inures to the benefit of the parties’ successors in interest.    

17.4. This Agreement is performable in Travis County, Texas, and Texas law governs the 
interpretation and application of this contract.  

17.5. This Agreement is executed in duplicate originals. 

  

mailto:bvoights@capcog.org
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University of Houston     Capital Area Council of Governments 

 

By       By      

[Name]       Betty Voights 

[Position]      Executive Director 

 

Date:       Date:      
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Attachment A: Scope of Services 

Background 
Pursuant to Rider 7 to its fiscal year 2023-2024 budget, the Texas Commission on Environmental 
Quality (TCEQ) awarded the Capital Area Council of Governments (CAPCOG) funding for 2023-2024 for 
ozone (O3)-related monitoring and emissions inventory work for the Austin-Round Rock-Georgetown 
Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) (Bastrop, Caldwell, Hays, Travis, and Williamson Counties).  

To better understand air quality conditions CAPCOG’s air quality program is partnering with University 
of Houston, Baylor University, and St. Edward’s Universities to collect ozone and ozone precursor 
condition data in the Austin, Round Rock, Georgetown MSA using the state-of-the-art mobile air 
quality laboratory (MAQL3) in October 2023. Mobile measurements will be conducted in areas 
upwind and downwind of the metro area to characterize the incoming air and potential local 
contributions. These measurements will help CAPCOG and TCEQ to gain insight into the ozone and 
ozone precursor conditions present in Austin as well as acting as a baseline against which future 
studies can be compared. 

The MAQL3 will also attempt to collocate with select CAPCOG O3 monitors to ensure comparability 
and validate measurements between the two systems. Mobile measurements will also be collected 
between the monitors to characterize the spatial variability not observable by the existing network. 

UH and collaborators will monitor air quality in the Austin region with a UH mobile laboratory for four 
weeks during October 2023. The mobile air quality monitoring will be conducted at locations in and 
around the Austin, Round Rock, Georgetown MSA depending on meteorological conditions and air 
quality forecasts.  

Principal Investigators (PI): 
PI: James Flynn, PhD: Research Associate Professor, Department of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences, 
University of Houston, Houston, Texas, USA, jhflynn@uh.edu, 281-794-6708 

PI: Subin Yoon, PhD: Research Scientist, Department of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences, University of 
Houston, Houston, Texas, USA, syoon9@central.uh.edu, 469-531-5520 

PI: Rebecca Sheesley, Ph.D.: Associate Professor, Department of Environmental Science, Baylor 
University, Waco, Texas, USA, rebecca_sheesley@baylor.edu, (254) 710-3158 

PI: Sascha Usenko, Ph.D.: Associate Professor, Department of Environmental Science, Baylor University, 
Waco, Texas, USA, sascha_usenko@baylor.edu, (254) 710-2302 

PI: Paul Walter, Ph.D.: Associate Professor, School of Natural Sciences, St. Edward’s 
University (SEU), Austin, Texas, USA, pauljw@stedwards.edu, (512) 364-3158 

Task 1: QAPP 
Prior to the commencement of Task 2, UH will develop a QAPP that describes the steps that UH (and all 
project partners) will take to ensure data quality for this project. UH will develop the QAPP for this 

mailto:jhflynn@uh.edu,
mailto:syoon9@central.uh.edu,
mailto:rebecca_sheesley@baylor.edu,
mailto:sascha_usenko@baylor.edu,
mailto:pauljw@stedwards.edu,
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project in accordance with TECQ’s Category III QA requirements1 which require a minimum of 10% of 
datasets will be spot-checked. 

Deliverable 1: QAPP 

Due Date: July 31, 2023 

Cost Estimate: $25,000 

Task 2: Mobile Monitoring Data Collection 
Using MAQL3, UH and project partners will collect the following data in the Austin, Round Rock, 
Georgetown MSA, trace gases, meteorological parameters, and aerosol optical properties.  

A Handix POPS will measure aerosol size distribution and number. Trace gases measurements will 
include ozone (O3), nitric oxide (NO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), total reactive nitrogen (NOY), carbon 
monoxide (CO), and sulfur dioxide (SO2). Meteorological parameters will include wind speed, wind 
direction, ambient temperature, relative humidity, planetary boundary layer height, and photolysis 
rate of nitrogen dioxide (jNO2). MAQL3 will also measure volatile organic compounds (VOCs), 
including highly reactive volatile organic compounds (HRVOCs) using a Hills Scientific Reactive Alkene 
Detector for bulk unspeciated HRVOCs. Baylor’s Aroma-VOC instrument will be installed and operate 
for bulk VOC (alkanes, aromatics, dienes, and methane) while doing mobile sampling and speciated 
VOC (isoprene, benzene, toluene, ethyl benzenes, xylene, and styrene) while in stationary sampling 
mode. Resin tubes may also be sampled from MAQL3.  

This project will also conduct up to 16 ozonesonde launches in the Austin area to measure the vertical 
gradient of ozone and meteorological parameters on days with expected elevated ozone 
measurements. 

Deliverable 2: Data Collection 

Due Date: October 31, 2023 

Cost Estimate: $200,000 

Task 3: Reporting 
Upon completion of Task 2, UH will prepare provide CAPCOG with the data collected. UH will also 
provide CAPCOG with a written report of project activities including when and where the MAQL3 is 
location around the region, work completed, and issues that arose. Upon the request of CAPCOG, UH 
and/or another project partner will present to CAPCOG’s Clean Air Coalition, on the MAQL3 and data 
collected during the project.  

Deliverable 3.1: Spreadsheets and/or database with data collected. 

Due Date: November 10, 2023 

Deliverable 3.2: Written report of project activities 

Due Date: November 10, 2023 

 
1 TCEQ Air Quality Research: Quality Assurance standards are available online: 
https://www.tceq.texas.gov/airquality/airmod/project/quality-assurance. 

https://www.tceq.texas.gov/airquality/airmod/project/quality-assurance
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Deliverable 3.3: Deliver Virtual Presentation of results to the Clean Air Coalition 

Due Date: December 31, 2023 

Cost Estimate: $25,000 

Budget Assumption 
Table 1. Budget for Monitoring Project 

Category Amount  
Salary & Fringe $61,221 

Travel $18,000 
Materials & Supplies $33,063 

St. Edward’s University subaward $38,373 
Baylor University subaward $75,000 

IDC (15%) $24,343 
Total $250,000 
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Attachment B: Project Representatives and Records Location 
CAPCOG Project Representative 
The individual named below is the CAPCOG Project Representative, who is authorized to give and 
receive communications and directions on behalf of CAPCOG. All communications including all payment 
requests must be addressed to the CAPCOG Project Representative or his or her designee. The CAPCOG 
Project Representative may indicate a designee through an e-mail to [E-mail]. 

 
Anton Cox     Telephone No.: (512) 916-6036 
(Name) 
Air Quality Program Manager   Facsimile No.: (512) 916-6001 
(Title) 
      E-mail: acox@capcog.org 
Capital Area Council of Governments 
6800 Burleson Road 
Building 310, Suite 165 
Austin, Texas 78744 
 

UH Project Representative 
The individual named below is the UH Project Representative, who is authorized to give and receive 
communications and directions on behalf of UH. All communications must be addressed to the UH 
Project Representative or his or her designee, with a copy sent to [e-mail]. The UH Project 
Representative may indicate a designee through an e-mail to acox@capcog.org.  

 
[Fill In]      Telephone No.: [Fill In]    
(Name) 
[Fill In]      Facsimile No.:  [Fill In]    
(Title) 
      E-mail: [Fill In]    
 
[Address] 
[City, State, ZIP] 
 

Submittal of Payment Requests 
Payment requests must be submitted to the CAPCOG Project Representative. 

Designated Location for Records Access and Review 
UH designates the physical location below for record access and review pursuant to any applicable 
provision of this Contract: 
 
[Address] 
[City, State, ZIP] 
 

mailto:acox@capcog.org
mailto:acox@capcog.org


 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING  

 
MEETING DATE: July 12, 2023 
       
AGENDA ITEM: #5 Consider Approving Contracts with St. Edward’s University and Huston-

Tillotson University for PM2.5 Monitoring Projects 
         
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF ITEM: 
In 2022 CAPCOG applied for and was awarded funding for two projects from the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency’s (EPA) “Enhanced Air Quality Monitoring for Communities” grant opportunity. One project is for speciated 
fine particulate (PM2.5) monitoring to better understand the types of particles contributing to high PM2.5 pollution 
levels. The other project is to expand continuous PM2.5 monitoring at several locations around the region to improve 
the understanding of the extent of PM air pollution and public access to information about PM pollution within 
their communities. Included in both projects are subawards for St. Edward’s University (SEU) and Huston-Tillotson 
University (HT) to assist with the projects.  

Work under these subawards includes the universities providing scientific expertise and input when selecting 
monitoring sites, assistance in the community engagement of the project, and training of SEU and HT students and 
faculty on maintenance of the PM2.5 monitors such that the faculty and students can gain hands-on skills to 
continue maintenance of the monitors after the grant ends in May 2026. CAPCOG is requesting to contract with 
SEU for an amount not to exceed $49,699.35 and with HT for an amount not to exceed $34,216.15. 

THIS ITEM REPRESENTS A: 
 New issue, project, or purchase 
 Routine, regularly scheduled item 
 Follow-up to a previously discussed item 
 Special item requested by board member 
 Other 

 
PRIMARY CONTACT/STAFF MEMBER: Anton Cox, Air Quality Program Manager 
 
BUDGETARY IMPACT: 
 Total estimated cost:  $83,915.50 
 Source of Funds:  EPA Enhanced Air Quality Monitoring for Communities Grant 
 Is item already included in fiscal year budget?   Yes   No 
 Does item represent a new expenditure?   Yes   No 
 Does item represent a pass-through purchase?   Yes   No 
 If so, for what city/county/etc.?  n/a  

 
PROCUREMENT: n/a 
 
ACTION REQUESTED: 
Approve contracts with the St. Edward’s University and Huston-Tillotson University to assist with CAPCOG’s PM2.5 
monitoring projects. 
 
BACK-UP DOCUMENTS ATTACHED:  

1. Draft Scope of Work with SEU 
2. Draft Scope of Work with HT 

 
BACK-UP DOCUMENTS NOT ATTACHED: None 
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Capital Area Council of Governments Subaward 
Contract for Enhanced Particulate Matter 

Monitoring 2023 – 2026 
Sec. 1. Parties and Purpose 
1.1. The Capital Area Council of Governments ("CAPCOG") is a regional planning commission and 

political subdivision of the State of Texas organized and operating under the Texas Regional 
Planning Act of 1965, as amended, chapter 391 of the Local Government Code. 

1.2. St. Edward’s University (“SUBRECIPIENT”) is a non-profit institution of higher education located 
in Austin, Texas. 

1.3. CAPCOG has received two grants from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) that can 
be used to monitor fine particulate matter (PM2.5) air pollution in the five-county Austin-Round 
Rock-Georgetown Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA), which includes Bastrop, Caldwell, Hays, 
Travis, and Williamson Counties [Insert Grant Numbers]. 

1.4. SUBRECIPIENT was participated in the development of CAPCOG’s grant applications and agreed 
to participate in carrying out the grants as a subrecipient. 

1.5. This agreement is entered into between CAPCOG and SUBRECIPIENT pursuant to chapter 391 of 
the Local Government Code. 

1.6. For purposes of carrying out CAPCOG’s duties and obligations under this agreement, the parties 
understand agree that references to CAPCOG includes its employees, officers, directors, 
volunteers, agents (including the Capital Area Council of Governments – CAPCOG) and their 
representatives, individually, officially, and collectively. 

1.7. Each CAPCOG and SUBRECIPIENT being referred to individually as the “Party” or collectively are 
referred to as “Parties” in this document. 

Sec. 2. Goods and Services 
2.1. SUBRECIPIENT agrees to provide CAPCOG with the goods and services described in Attachment 

A. 

Sec. 3. Term of Agreement 
3.1. The effective date of this agreement is July 1, 2023, and ends, unless sooner terminated under 

Sec. 9, 10, or 11, on June 30, 2026, or extended by written mutual agreement of the Parties. 

Sec. 4. Agreement Price and Payment Terms 
4.1. CAPCOG agrees to compensate SUBRECIPIENT for the goods and services provided under this 

Agreement, for an amount not to exceed $49,699.35 as detailed in Attachment A. 

4.2. SUBRECIPIENT shall invoice CAPCOG for work performed no more than monthly. 

4.3. The invoices requesting payment must be delivered via e-mail to CAPCOG’s project 
representative described in Attachment B. 
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4.4. SUBRECIPIENT agrees to certify each invoice as follows: 

SUBRECIPIENT certifies that this invoice is correct and complete and that the amount requested 
has not been received. 

4.5. CAPCOG agrees to pay SUBRECIPIENT the amount owed on each invoice within 30 calendar 
days after its receipt, subject to acceptance of the deliverable as specified in Attachment A. 

Sec. 5. Rights and Duties 
5.1. To the extent authorized under Texas law, as to any judicial or administrative suit, claim, 

investigation, or proceeding (each a “Proceeding”) brought by someone other than 
SUBRECIPIENT that arises out of SUBRECIPIENT’s breach of this agreement or any negligent or 
intentional act of SUBRECIPIENT under this agreement or any of the transactions contemplated 
under this agreement, SUBRECIPIENT shall indemnify CAPCOG, its directors, officers, 
employees, and agents (collectively, “CAPCOG Indemnitees”) against all (a) amounts awarded 
in, or paid in settlement of, the Proceeding, including any interest, and (b) any out-of-pocket 
expense incurred in defending the Proceeding or in any related investigation or negotiation, 
including court filing fees, court costs, arbitration fees, witness fees, and attorneys’ and other 
professionals’ fees and disbursements (collectively, “Indemnifiable Losses”) except to the 
extent that a CAPCOG Indemnitee negligently or intentionally caused those Indemnifiable 
Losses. To the extent authorized under Texas law, as to any Proceeding brought by someone 
other than CAPCOG that arises out of CAPCOG’s breach of this agreement or any negligent or 
intentional act of CAPCOG under this agreement or any of the transactions contemplated under 
this agreement, CAPCOG shall indemnify SUBRECIPIENT, St. Edward’s University, its regents, 
officers, employees, students, and agents (collectively, “SUBRECIPIENT Indemnitees”) against 
all Indemnifiable Losses except to the extent that a SUBRECIPIENT Indemnitee negligently or 
intentionally caused those Indemnifiable Losses. 

5.2. For purposes of this agreement, “Force Majeure Event” means, with respect to a Party, any 
event or circumstance, whether or not foreseeable, that was not caused by that Party (other 
than a strike or other labor unrest that affects only that Party, an increase in prices or other 
change in general economic conditions, a change in law, or an event or circumstance that 
results in that Party’s not having sufficient funds to comply with an obligation to pay money) 
and any consequences of that event or circumstance. If a Force Majeure Event prevents a Party 
from complying with any one or more obligations under this agreement, that inability to 
comply will not constitute breach if (1) that Party uses reasonable efforts to perform those 
obligations, (2) that Party’s inability to perform those obligations is not due to its failure to (a) 
take reasonable measures to protect itself against events or circumstances of the same type as 
that Force Majeure Event or (b) develop and maintain a reasonable contingency plan to 
respond to events or circumstances of the same type as that Force Majeure Event, and (3) that 
Party complies with its obligations under this section. If a Force Majeure Event occurs, the 
noncomplying Party shall promptly notify the other Party of the occurrence of that Force 
Majeure Event, its effect on performance, and how long the noncomplying Party expects it to 
last. Thereafter the noncomplying Party shall update that information as reasonably necessary. 
During a Force Majeure Event, the noncomplying Party shall use reasonable efforts to limit 
damages to the other Party and to resume its performance under this agreement. 
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Sec. 6. Compliance with Applicable Law and Policy 
6.1. SUBRECIPIENT agrees to comply with all APPLICABLE LAW and POLICY in carrying out this 

Agreement, including any purchases or reimbursement requests made hereunder. 

Sec. 7. Independent Contractor 
7.1. SUBRECIPIENT is not an employee or agent of CAPCOG, but it performs this contract solely as 

an independent contractor. 

Sec. 8. Assignment and Subcontracting 
8.1. Except as specified in the attached scope of services, SUBRECIPIENT may not assign its rights or 

subcontract its duties under this Agreement without the prior written consent of CAPCOG. An 
attempted assignment or subcontract in violation of this Sec. 8.1 is void. 

Sec. 9. Records and Inspections 
9.1. SUBRECIPIENT agrees to maintain records adequate to document its performance, costs, and 

receipts under this Agreement. SUBRECIPIENT agrees to maintain these records at 
SUBRECIPIENT’s office address described in Sec. 15.  

9.2. Subject to the additional requirement of Sec. 9.3, SUBRECIPIENT agrees to preserve the records 
for four years after receiving its final payment under this Agreement. 

9.3. If an audit of or information in the records is disputed or the subject of litigation, SUBRECIPIENT 
agrees to preserve the records until the dispute or litigation is finally concluded, regardless of 
the ending or early termination of this Agreement. 

9.4. CAPCOG is entitled to inspect and copy, during normal business hours at SUBRECIPIENT’s 
offices where they are maintained, the records maintained under this Agreement for as long as 
they are preserved. 

9.5. CAPCOG is also entitled to visit SUBRECIPIENT’s offices and talk to its personnel during normal 
business hours to assist in evaluation of its performance under this Agreement. 

Sec. 10. Proprietary or Confidential Information 
10.1. All information in CAPCOG’s possession is public information and is subject to disclosure to 

third parties upon request, unless exempted from disclosure by the Texas Public Information 
Act. 

10.2. If SUBRECIPIENT believes that information it submits to CAPCOG is proprietary or confidential 
and is not disclosable to a third party, SUBRECIPIENT must clearly mark the information as 
proprietary or confidential and inform CAPCOG in writing that SUBRECIPIENT will contest 
disclosure of the information if disclosure is requested under the Texas Public Information Act.  

10.3. If the allegedly proprietary or confidential information is clearly marked as such and CAPCOG 
was informed of SUBRECIPIENT’s desire to keep the information confidential, CAPCOG agrees 
to use the information only in performing this Agreement and to take reasonable precautions 
to protect the information from unauthorized disclosure to third parties. CAPCOG agrees to 
refuse to disclose the information, if requested to do so under the Texas Public Information Act, 
and instead to request an Attorney General’s decision on whether the information may be 
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disclosed. CAPCOG agrees to inform SUBRECIPIENT of any request for disclosure of the 
information under the Texas Public Information Act.  

Sec. 11. Termination of Agreement without Cause 
11.1. Agreement may be terminated by either Party with a 60 day written notice delivered under the 

terms of Section 15.  

Sec. 12. Suspension or Termination of Agreement for 
Unavailability of Funds 

12.1. SUBRECIPIENT acknowledges that CAPCOG is a governmental entity without taxing power and 
agrees that CAPCOG may suspend its payment obligations under or terminate this Agreement 
in whole or part if CAPCOG learns that funds to pay for all or part of the goods and services will 
not be available at the time of delivery or performance.  If CAPCOG suspends or terminates 
only part of this agreement for unavailability of funds, SUBRECIPIENT agrees to perform the 
unsuspended or unterminated part if CAPCOG so requests.  

12.2. CAPCOG suspends or terminates this agreement for unavailability of funds by giving 
SUBRECIPIENT notice of the suspension or termination, as soon as it learns of the funding 
unavailability, specifying the suspension or termination date, which may not be fewer than 10 
business days from the notice date, and describing the part or parts suspended or terminated.  
The Agreement is suspended or terminates on the specified termination date.  

12.3. If this agreement is suspended or terminated for unavailability of funds under this Sec. 12, 
SUBRECIPIENT is entitled to compensation for the services it performed before it received 
notice of suspension or termination. However, CAPCOG is not liable to SUBRECIPIENT for costs 
it paid or incurred under this Agreement after or in anticipation of its receipt of notice of 
suspension or termination.   

Sec. 13. Termination for Breach of Contract 
13.1. If SUBRECIPIENT or CAPCOG breaches a material provision of this Agreement, the other may 

notify the breaching Party describing the breach and demanding corrective action.  The 
breaching Party has five business days from its receipt of the notice to correct the breach, or to 
begin and continue with reasonable diligence and in good faith to correct the breach.  If the 
breach cannot be corrected within a reasonable time, despite the breaching party’s reasonable 
diligence and good faith effort to do so, the parties may agree to terminate the Agreement or 
either party may invoke the dispute resolution process of Sec. 14.  

13.2. Termination for breach under this section does not waive either party’s claim for damages 
resulting from the breach.   

Sec. 14. Dispute Resolution 
14.1. The parties desire to resolve disputes arising under this Agreement without litigation.  

Accordingly, if a dispute arises, the parties agree to attempt in good faith to resolve the dispute 
between themselves.   

14.2. CAPCOG shall use the dispute resolution process provided in Chapter 2260 of the Texas 
Government Code to attempt to resolve a dispute arising under this contract and such process 
is a required prerequisite to suit in accordance with Chapter 107, Texas Civil Practice and 
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Remedies Code. CAPCOG must submit written notice of a claim of breach of contract under this 
chapter to St. Edwards University, Attn: [Name], [Address], [E-mail Address]. 

14.3. The parties agree to continue performing their duties under this Agreement, which are 
unaffected by the dispute, during the negotiation and mediation process.  

Sec. 15. Notice to Parties 
15.1. Notice to be effective under this contract must be in writing and received by the party against 

whom it is to operate. Notice is received by a party: (l) when it is delivered to the party 
personally; (2) on the date shown on the return receipt if mailed by registered or certified mail, 
return receipt requested, to the party's address specified in Sec. 15.2 and signed on behalf of 
the party; or (3) three business days after it’s deposited in the United States mail, with first-
class postage affixed, addressed to the party's address specified in Sec. 15.2. 

15.2. CAPCOG's address is 6800 Burleson Road, Building 310, Suite 165, Austin, TX 78744, Attention: 
Betty Voights, Executive Director, bvoights@capcog.org. 

15.3. SUBRECIPIENT’s address is Attn: [Name], [Address], [E-mail Address].  

15.4. A Party may change its address by providing notice of the change in accordance with Sec. 15.1.  

Sec. 16. Attachments and Documents Incorporated by 
Reference 

16.1. The following attachments are part of this agreement: 

Attachment A: Scope of Services 

Attachment B: Project Representatives and Records Location 

16.2. The following documents are incorporated by Reference: 

CAPCOG’s Grant Award for Speciated PM2.5 Monitoring [Insert Grant Number] 

CAPCOG’s Grant Award for Continuous PM2.5 Monitoring [Insert Grant Number] 

Sec. 17. Miscellaneous 
17.1. Each individual signing this Agreement on behalf of a party warrants that he or she is legally 

authorized to do so and that the party is legally authorized to perform the obligations 
undertaken. 

17.2. This Agreement states the entire agreement of the parties, and an amendment to it is not 
effective unless in writing and signed by all parties.  

17.3. This Agreement is binding on and inures to the benefit of the parties’ successors in interest.    

17.4. This Agreement is performable in Travis County, Texas, and Texas law governs the 
interpretation and application of this contract.  

17.5. This Agreement is executed in duplicate originals. 

  

mailto:bvoights@capcog.org
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St. Edward’s University     Capital Area Council of Governments 

 

By       By      

[Name]       Betty Voights 

[Position]      Executive Director 

 

Date:       Date:      
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Attachment A: Scope of Services 
 

Background 
In July 2023, the US EPA awarded CAPCOG $660,272 to complete two fine particulate matter (PM2.5) 
projects from the Enhanced Air Quality Monitoring for Communities grant. A summary of each project is 
detailed below: 

1. Installation and operation of seven research-grade continuous PM2.5 monitors and to distribute 
up to 20 low-cost continuous particulate matter (PM) sensors in the region. Outputs will be 
continuous measurements of PM2.5 concentrations in the MSA. Outcomes of the project will 
include improved understanding of where high levels of PM2.5 occur in the region, improved 
PM2.5 forecasting, enhanced local decision-making, better-targeted PM2.5 emission reduction 
actions, reduction of the public’s exposure to short-term PM2.5 pollution and expanded 
community capacity for future monitoring. 

2. Installation and operation of one speciated PM2.5 monitor in the Austin-Round Rock-
Georgetown MSA. Outputs will be measurements of speciated PM2.5. Outcomes will include 
improvement of understanding the composition of PM2.5 in the region, better-targeted PM2.5 
emission reduction actions, and expanded community capacity for future monitoring. 

Both projects include partnerships and subawards to St Edward’s University (SEU) and Huston Tillson 
University (HT). The subaward includes the following: 

-  scientific expertise and input when selecting monitoring sites, 
- assistance in the community engagement of the project,  
- training of SEU and HT students and faculty on maintenance of the PM2.5 monitors such that the 

faculty and students can gain hands-on skills to continue maintenance of the monitors after the 
grant ends in May 2026. 

Task 1: Training 
CAPCOG will select and contract with a vendor to provide SEU training to operate and maintain the 
monitors. This will increase the region’s knowledge of air quality monitoring, and if needed, will provide 
CAPCOG with qualified organizations to maintain the monitoring in the event that CAPCOG’s future 
funding to support the sites becomes unavailable. The cost estimate for the task includes the time and 
travel cost to attend the training. 

Deliverable 1: Completion of Training 

Due Date: August 31, 2025 

Cost Estimate: $37,274.51 

Task 2: Reporting 
SEU will provide CAPCOG with activity reports summarizing work completed on the projects including 
but not limited to: 

- assistance with site selection, 
- community engagement, 
- selection of staff and student for monitoring training, 

Deliverable 2.1: Activity Reports 

Due Date: Quarterly 
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Deliverable 2.2: Deliver joint final report to CAPCOG with other Subrecipient 

Due Date: April 30, 2026 

Cost Estimate: $12,424.84 

 
Budget Assumptions 
 

Table 1. Budget for Speciated Monitoring Project 

Item Unit Cost Qty. Units Total 
Mark Estes, Yr. 1 $11,584.00 0.25 Months $2,896.00 
Mark Estes, Yr. 3 $11,584.00 0.50 Months $5,792.00 

Student, Yr. 2 $6,336.00 1.00 Summer $6,336.00 
Mileage $0.625 140 Miles $87.50 

Total n/a n/a n/a $15,111.50 
 

Table 2. Budget for Continuous Monitoring Project 

Item Unit Cost Qty. Units Total 
Mark Estes, Yr. 1 $11,584.00 0.25 Months $2,896.00 
Paul Walter, Yr. 2 $15,492.19 0.25 Months $3,873.05 
Mark Estes, Yr. 2 $11,584.00 0.50 Months $5,792.00 

Student, Yr. 2 $6,336.00 1.00 Summer $6,336.00 
Paul Walter, Yr. 3 $15,492.19 0.25 Months $3,873.05 
Mark Estes, Yr. 3 $11,584.00 1.00 Months $11,584.00 

Mileage $0.625 374 Miles $233.75 
Total n/a n/a n/a $34,587.85 

 
SUBRECIPIENT shall bill CAPCOG separately for each project. 
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Attachment B: Project Representatives and Records Location 
CAPCOG Project Representative 
The individual named below is the CAPCOG Project Representative, who is authorized to give and 
receive communications and directions on behalf of CAPCOG. All communications including all payment 
requests must be addressed to the CAPCOG Project Representative or his or her designee. The CAPCOG 
Project Representative may indicate a designee through an e-mail to [E-MAIL]. 

 
Anton Cox     Telephone No.: (512) 916-6036 
(Name) 
Air Quality Program Manager   Facsimile No.: (512) 916-6001 
(Title) 
      E-mail: acox@capcog.org 
Capital Area Council of Governments 
6800 Burleson Road 
Building 310, Suite 165 
Austin, Texas 78744 
 

SUBRECIPIENT Project Representative 
The individual named below is the SUBRECIPIENT Project Representative, who is authorized to give and 
receive communications and directions on behalf of SUBRECIPIENT. All communications must be 
addressed to the SUBRECIPIENT Project Representative or his or her designee, with a copy sent to [e-
mail]. The SUBRECIPIENT Project Representative may indicate a designee through an e-mail to 
acox@capcog.org.  

 
[Fill In]      Telephone No.: [Fill In]    
(Name) 
[Fill In]      Facsimile No.: [Fill In]    
(Title) 
      E-mail: [Fill In]    
 
[Address] 
[City, State, ZIP] 
 

Submittal of Payment Requests 
Payment requests must be submitted to the CAPCOG Project Representative. 

Designated Location for Records Access and Review 
SUBRECIPIENT designates the physical location below for record access and review pursuant to any 
applicable provision of this Contract: 
 
[Address] 
[City, State, ZIP] 
 

mailto:acox@capcog.org
mailto:acox@capcog.org
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Capital Area Council of Governments Subaward 
Contract for Enhanced Particulate Matter 

Monitoring 2023 – 2026 
Sec. 1. Parties and Purpose 
1.1. The Capital Area Council of Governments ("CAPCOG") is a regional planning commission and 

political subdivision of the State of Texas organized and operating under the Texas Regional 
Planning Act of 1965, as amended, chapter 391 of the Local Government Code. 

1.2. Huston-Tillotson University (“SUBRECIPIENT”) is a non-profit institution of higher education 
located in Austin, Texas. 

1.3. CAPCOG has received two grants from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) that can 
be used to monitor fine particulate matter (PM2.5) air pollution in the five-county Austin-Round 
Rock-Georgetown Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA), which includes Bastrop, Caldwell, Hays, 
Travis, and Williamson Counties [Insert Grant Numbers]. 

1.4. SUBRECIPIENT was participated in the development of CAPCOG’s grant applications and agreed 
to participate in carrying out the grants as a subrecipient. 

1.5. This agreement is entered into between CAPCOG and SUBRECIPIENT pursuant to chapter 391 of 
the Local Government Code. 

1.6. For purposes of carrying out CAPCOG’s duties and obligations under this agreement, the parties 
understand agree that references to CAPCOG includes its employees, officers, directors, 
volunteers, agents (including the Capital Area Council of Governments – CAPCOG) and their 
representatives, individually, officially, and collectively. 

1.7. Each CAPCOG and SUBRECIPIENT being referred to individually as the “Party” or collectively are 
referred to as “Parties” in this document. 

Sec. 2. Goods and Services 
2.1. SUBRECIPIENT agrees to provide CAPCOG with the goods and services described in Attachment 

A. 

Sec. 3. Term of Agreement 
3.1. The effective date of this agreement is July 1, 2023, and ends, unless sooner terminated under 

Sec. 9, 10, or 11, on June 30, 2026, or extended by written mutual agreement of the Parties. 

Sec. 4. Agreement Price and Payment Terms 
4.1. CAPCOG agrees to compensate SUBRECIPIENT for the goods and services provided under this 

Agreement, for an amount not to exceed $34,216.15 as detailed in Attachment A. 

4.2. SUBRECIPIENT shall invoice CAPCOG for work performed no more than monthly. 

4.3. The invoices requesting payment must be delivered via e-mail to CAPCOG’s project 
representative described in Attachment B. 
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4.4. SUBRECIPIENT agrees to certify each invoice as follows: 

SUBRECIPIENT certifies that this invoice is correct and complete and that the amount requested 
has not been received. 

4.5. CAPCOG agrees to pay SUBRECIPIENT the amount owed on each invoice within 30 calendar 
days after its receipt, subject to acceptance of the deliverable as specified in Attachment A. 

Sec. 5. Rights and Duties 
5.1. To the extent authorized under Texas law, as to any judicial or administrative suit, claim, 

investigation, or proceeding (each a “Proceeding”) brought by someone other than 
SUBRECIPIENT that arises out of SUBRECIPIENT’s breach of this agreement or any negligent or 
intentional act of SUBRECIPIENT under this agreement or any of the transactions contemplated 
under this agreement, SUBRECIPIENT shall indemnify CAPCOG, its directors, officers, 
employees, and agents (collectively, “CAPCOG Indemnitees”) against all (a) amounts awarded 
in, or paid in settlement of, the Proceeding, including any interest, and (b) any out-of-pocket 
expense incurred in defending the Proceeding or in any related investigation or negotiation, 
including court filing fees, court costs, arbitration fees, witness fees, and attorneys’ and other 
professionals’ fees and disbursements (collectively, “Indemnifiable Losses”) except to the 
extent that a CAPCOG Indemnitee negligently or intentionally caused those Indemnifiable 
Losses. To the extent authorized under Texas law, as to any Proceeding brought by someone 
other than CAPCOG that arises out of CAPCOG’s breach of this agreement or any negligent or 
intentional act of CAPCOG under this agreement or any of the transactions contemplated under 
this agreement, CAPCOG shall indemnify SUBRECIPIENT, its regents, officers, employees, 
students, and agents (collectively, “SUBRECIPIENT Indemnitees”) against all Indemnifiable 
Losses except to the extent that a SUBRECIPIENT Indemnitee negligently or intentionally caused 
those Indemnifiable Losses. 

5.2. For purposes of this agreement, “Force Majeure Event” means, with respect to a Party, any 
event or circumstance, whether or not foreseeable, that was not caused by that Party (other 
than a strike or other labor unrest that affects only that Party, an increase in prices or other 
change in general economic conditions, a change in law, or an event or circumstance that 
results in that Party’s not having sufficient funds to comply with an obligation to pay money) 
and any consequences of that event or circumstance. If a Force Majeure Event prevents a Party 
from complying with any one or more obligations under this agreement, that inability to 
comply will not constitute breach if (1) that Party uses reasonable efforts to perform those 
obligations, (2) that Party’s inability to perform those obligations is not due to its failure to (a) 
take reasonable measures to protect itself against events or circumstances of the same type as 
that Force Majeure Event or (b) develop and maintain a reasonable contingency plan to 
respond to events or circumstances of the same type as that Force Majeure Event, and (3) that 
Party complies with its obligations under this section. If a Force Majeure Event occurs, the 
noncomplying Party shall promptly notify the other Party of the occurrence of that Force 
Majeure Event, its effect on performance, and how long the noncomplying Party expects it to 
last. Thereafter the noncomplying Party shall update that information as reasonably necessary. 
During a Force Majeure Event, the noncomplying Party shall use reasonable efforts to limit 
damages to the other Party and to resume its performance under this agreement. 
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Sec. 6. Compliance with Applicable Law and Policy 
6.1. SUBRECIPIENT agrees to comply with all APPLICABLE LAW and POLICY in carrying out this 

Agreement, including any purchases or reimbursement requests made hereunder. 

Sec. 7. Independent Contractor 
7.1. SUBRECIPIENT is not an employee or agent of CAPCOG, but it performs this contract solely as 

an independent contractor. 

Sec. 8. Assignment and Subcontracting 
8.1. Except as specified in the attached scope of services, SUBRECIPIENT may not assign its rights or 

subcontract its duties under this Agreement without the prior written consent of CAPCOG. An 
attempted assignment or subcontract in violation of this Sec. 8.1 is void. 

Sec. 9. Records and Inspections 
9.1. SUBRECIPIENT agrees to maintain records adequate to document its performance, costs, and 

receipts under this Agreement. SUBRECIPIENT agrees to maintain these records at 
SUBRECIPIENT’s office address described in Sec. 15.  

9.2. Subject to the additional requirement of Sec. 9.3, SUBRECIPIENT agrees to preserve the records 
for four years after receiving its final payment under this Agreement. 

9.3. If an audit of or information in the records is disputed or the subject of litigation, SUBRECIPIENT 
agrees to preserve the records until the dispute or litigation is finally concluded, regardless of 
the ending or early termination of this Agreement. 

9.4. CAPCOG is entitled to inspect and copy, during normal business hours at SUBRECIPIENT’s 
offices where they are maintained, the records maintained under this Agreement for as long as 
they are preserved. 

9.5. CAPCOG is also entitled to visit SUBRECIPIENT’s offices and talk to its personnel during normal 
business hours to assist in evaluation of its performance under this Agreement. 

Sec. 10. Proprietary or Confidential Information 
10.1. All information in CAPCOG’s possession is public information and is subject to disclosure to 

third parties upon request, unless exempted from disclosure by the Texas Public Information 
Act. 

10.2. If SUBRECIPIENT believes that information it submits to CAPCOG is proprietary or confidential 
and is not disclosable to a third party, SUBRECIPIENT must clearly mark the information as 
proprietary or confidential and inform CAPCOG in writing that SUBRECIPIENT will contest 
disclosure of the information if disclosure is requested under the Texas Public Information Act.  

10.3. If the allegedly proprietary or confidential information is clearly marked as such and CAPCOG 
was informed of SUBRECIPIENT’s desire to keep the information confidential, CAPCOG agrees 
to use the information only in performing this Agreement and to take reasonable precautions 
to protect the information from unauthorized disclosure to third parties. CAPCOG agrees to 
refuse to disclose the information, if requested to do so under the Texas Public Information Act, 
and instead to request an Attorney General’s decision on whether the information may be 
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disclosed. CAPCOG agrees to inform SUBRECIPIENT of any request for disclosure of the 
information under the Texas Public Information Act.  

Sec. 11. Termination of Agreement without Cause 
11.1. Agreement may be terminated by either Party with a 60-day written notice delivered under the 

terms of Section 15.  

Sec. 12. Suspension or Termination of Agreement for 
Unavailability of Funds 

12.1. SUBRECIPIENT acknowledges that CAPCOG is a governmental entity without taxing power and 
agrees that CAPCOG may suspend its payment obligations under or terminate this Agreement 
in whole or part if CAPCOG learns that funds to pay for all or part of the goods and services will 
not be available at the time of delivery or performance.  If CAPCOG suspends or terminates 
only part of this agreement for unavailability of funds, SUBRECIPIENT agrees to perform the 
unsuspended or unterminated part if CAPCOG so requests.  

12.2. CAPCOG suspends or terminates this agreement for unavailability of funds by giving 
SUBRECIPIENT notice of the suspension or termination, as soon as it learns of the funding 
unavailability, specifying the suspension or termination date, which may not be fewer than 10 
business days from the notice date, and describing the part or parts suspended or terminated.  
The Agreement is suspended or terminates on the specified termination date.  

12.3. If this agreement is suspended or terminated for unavailability of funds under this Sec. 12, 
SUBRECIPIENT is entitled to compensation for the services it performed before it received 
notice of suspension or termination. However, CAPCOG is not liable to SUBRECIPIENT for costs 
it paid or incurred under this Agreement after or in anticipation of its receipt of notice of 
suspension or termination.   

Sec. 13. Termination for Breach of Contract 
13.1. If SUBRECIPIENT or CAPCOG breaches a material provision of this Agreement, the other may 

notify the breaching Party describing the breach and demanding corrective action.  The 
breaching Party has five business days from its receipt of the notice to correct the breach, or to 
begin and continue with reasonable diligence and in good faith to correct the breach.  If the 
breach cannot be corrected within a reasonable time, despite the breaching party’s reasonable 
diligence and good faith effort to do so, the parties may agree to terminate the Agreement or 
either party may invoke the dispute resolution process of Sec. 14.  

13.2. Termination for breach under this section does not waive either party’s claim for damages 
resulting from the breach.   

Sec. 14. Dispute Resolution 
14.1. The parties desire to resolve disputes arising under this Agreement without litigation.  

Accordingly, if a dispute arises, the parties agree to attempt in good faith to resolve the dispute 
between themselves.   

14.2. CAPCOG shall use the dispute resolution process provided in Chapter 2260 of the Texas 
Government Code to attempt to resolve a dispute arising under this contract and such process 
is a required prerequisite to suit in accordance with Chapter 107, Texas Civil Practice and 
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Remedies Code. CAPCOG must submit written notice of a claim of breach of contract under this 
chapter to Huston-Tillotson University, Attn: [Name], [Address], [E-mail Address]. 

14.3. The parties agree to continue performing their duties under this Agreement, which are 
unaffected by the dispute, during the negotiation and mediation process.  

Sec. 15. Notice to Parties 
15.1. Notice to be effective under this contract must be in writing and received by the party against 

whom it is to operate. Notice is received by a party: (l) when it is delivered to the party 
personally; (2) on the date shown on the return receipt if mailed by registered or certified mail, 
return receipt requested, to the party's address specified in Sec. 15.2 and signed on behalf of 
the party; or (3) three business days after it’s deposited in the United States mail, with first-
class postage affixed, addressed to the party's address specified in Sec. 15.2. 

15.2. CAPCOG's address is 6800 Burleson Road, Building 310, Suite 165, Austin, TX 78744, Attention: 
Betty Voights, Executive Director, bvoights@capcog.org. 

15.3. SUBRECIPIENT’s address is Attn: [Name], [Address], [E-mail Address].  

15.4. A Party may change its address by providing notice of the change in accordance with Sec. 15.1.  

Sec. 16. Attachments and Documents Incorporated by 
Reference 

16.1. The following attachments are part of this agreement: 

Attachment A: Scope of Services 

Attachment B: Project Representatives and Records Location 

16.2. The following documents are incorporated by Reference: 

CAPCOG’s Grant Award for Speciated PM2.5 Monitoring [Insert Grant Number] 

CAPCOG’s Grant Award for Continuous PM2.5 Monitoring [Insert Grant Number] 

Sec. 17. Miscellaneous 
17.1. Each individual signing this Agreement on behalf of a party warrants that he or she is legally 

authorized to do so and that the party is legally authorized to perform the obligations 
undertaken. 

17.2. This Agreement states the entire agreement of the parties, and an amendment to it is not 
effective unless in writing and signed by all parties.  

17.3. This Agreement is binding on and inures to the benefit of the parties’ successors in interest.    

17.4. This Agreement is performable in Travis County, Texas, and Texas law governs the 
interpretation and application of this contract.  

17.5. This Agreement is executed in duplicate originals. 

  

mailto:bvoights@capcog.org
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Huston-Tillotson University     Capital Area Council of Governments 

 

By       By      

[Name]       Betty Voights 

[Position]      Executive Director 

 

Date:       Date:      
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Attachment A: Scope of Services 
 

Background 
In July 2023, the US EPA awarded CAPCOG $660,272 to complete two fine particulate matter (PM2.5) 
projects from the Enhanced Air Quality Monitoring for Communities grant. A summary of each project is 
detailed below: 

1. Installation and operation of seven research-grade continuous PM2.5 monitors and to distribute 
up to 20 low-cost continuous particulate matter (PM) sensors in the region. Outputs will be 
continuous measurements of PM2.5 concentrations in the MSA. Outcomes of the project will 
include improved understanding of where high levels of PM2.5 occur in the region, improved 
PM2.5 forecasting, enhanced local decision-making, better-targeted PM2.5 emission reduction 
actions, reduction of the public’s exposure to short-term PM2.5 pollution and expanded 
community capacity for future monitoring. 

2. Installation and operation of one speciated PM2.5 monitor in the Austin-Round Rock-
Georgetown MSA. Outputs will be measurements of speciated PM2.5. Outcomes will include 
improvement of understanding the composition of PM2.5 in the region, better-targeted PM2.5 
emission reduction actions, and expanded community capacity for future monitoring. 

Both projects include partnerships and subawards to St Edward’s University (SEU) and Huston-Tillotson 
University (HT). The subaward includes the following: 

-  scientific expertise and input when selecting monitoring sites, 
- assistance in the community engagement of the project,  
- training of SEU and HT students and faculty on maintenance of the PM2.5 monitors such that the 

faculty and students can gain hands-on skills to continue maintenance of the monitors after the 
grant ends in May 2026. 

Task 1: Training 
CAPCOG will select and contract with a vendor to provide SEU and HT training to operate and maintain 
the monitors. This will increase the region’s knowledge of air quality monitoring and if need provide 
CAPCOG with better established organizations to maintain the monitoring if CAPCOG’s funding to 
support the sites is unavailable. The cost estimate in the task includes the time and travel cost to attend 
the training. 

Deliverable 1: Completion of Training 

Due Date: August 31, 2025 

Cost Estimate: $25,662.11 

Task 2: Reporting 
SEU and HT will provide CAPCOG with activity reports summarizing work completed on the projects 
including but not limited to: 

- assistance with site selection, 
- community engagement, 
- selection of staff and student for monitoring training, 

Deliverable 2.1: Activity Reports 

Due Date: Quarterly 
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Deliverable 2.2: Deliver joint final report to CAPCOG with other Subrecipient 

Due Date: April 30, 2026 

Cost Estimate: $8,554.04 

 
Budget Assumptions 
 

Table 1. Budget for Speciated Monitoring Project 

Item Unit Cost Qty. Units Total 
Amanda Masino, Yr. 1 $10,357.75 0.25 Months $2,589.44 

Other HTU Faculty, Yr. 3 $10,357.76 0.50 Months $5,178.88 
Student, Yr. 2 $4,000.00 1.00 Summer $4,000.00 

Mileage $0.625 140 Miles $87.75 
Total n/a n/a n/a $11,856.07 

 

Table 2. Budget for Continuous Monitoring Project 

Item Unit Cost Qty. Units Total 
Amanda Masino, Yr. 1 $10,357.76 0.25 Months $2,589.44 

Amanda Masino, Year 2 $10,357.76 0.50 months $5,178.88  
Other HTU Faculty, Yr. 3 $10,357.76 1.00 months $10,357.76  

Student, Yr. 2 $4,000.00 1.00 Summer $4,000.00 
Mileage $0.625 374 Miles $234.00 

Total n/a n/a n/a $22,360.08 
 
SUBRECIPIENT shall bill CAPCOG separately for each project. 
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Attachment B: Project Representatives and Records Location 
CAPCOG Project Representative 
The individual named below is the CAPCOG Project Representative, who is authorized to give and 
receive communications and directions on behalf of CAPCOG. All communications including all payment 
requests must be addressed to the CAPCOG Project Representative or his or her designee. The CAPCOG 
Project Representative may indicate a designee through an e-mail to [E-MAIL]. 

 
Anton Cox     Telephone No.: (512) 916-6036 
(Name) 
Air Quality Program Manager   Facsimile No.: (512) 916-6001 
(Title) 
      E-mail: acox@capcog.org 
Capital Area Council of Governments 
6800 Burleson Road 
Building 310, Suite 165 
Austin, Texas 78744 
 

SUBRECIPIENT Project Representative 
The individual named below is the SUBRECIPIENT Project Representative, who is authorized to give and 
receive communications and directions on behalf of SUBRECIPIENT. All communications must be 
addressed to the SUBRECIPIENT Project Representative or his or her designee, with a copy sent to [e-
mail]. The SUBRECIPIENT Project Representative may indicate a designee through an e-mail to 
acox@capcog.org.  

 
[Fill In]      Telephone No.: [Fill In]    
(Name) 
[Fill In]      Facsimile No.:  [Fill In]    
(Title) 
      E-mail: [Fill In]    
 
[Address] 
[City, State, ZIP] 
 

Submittal of Payment Requests 
Payment requests must be submitted to the CAPCOG Project Representative. 

Designated Location for Records Access and Review 
SUBRECIPIENT designates the physical location below for record access and review pursuant to any 
applicable provision of this Contract: 
 
[Address] 
[City, State, ZIP] 
 

mailto:acox@capcog.org
mailto:acox@capcog.org


EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING  
 

MEETING DATE: July 12, 2023 
       
AGENDA ITEM: #6 Consider Approving the FY 2024-2026 AAACAP Area Plan for submission to the Texas 

Health and Human Services Commission 
         
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF ITEM: 
 
The Older Americans Act of 1965 (OAA) establishes authority for funding for community planning and social 
services for older adults. The OAA requires area agencies on aging to submit an Area Plan, which directs the 
activities of the Area Agency on Aging (AAA) in planning and providing services to meet the needs of older 
persons, their family members and caregivers. The AAA staff conducted extensive outreach for six months by 
distributing community needs surveys through our partner agencies as well as others that support seniors, at 
events and presentations, and mailed them to clients who have received services from the AAA. Responses were 
received from all ten counties.  
 
The process identified trends related to ongoing increases of older adults with the greater increase in rural 
counties. The other trends related to transportation, health and wellness, and financial resources. 
 
The last area plan was submitted in 2020 and covered FY 2021–2022 with an extension through FY 2023. A copy of 
the FY 2021–2022 Area Plan is located on CAPCOG’s Website at capcog.org/divisions/area-agency-on-aging/ 
 
THIS ITEM REPRESENTS A: 

     New issue, project, or purchase 
 Routine, regularly scheduled item 
 Follow-up to a previously discussed item 
 Special item requested by board member. 
 Other 

 
PRIMARY CONTACT/STAFF MEMBER: Patty Bordie, Director of Aging Services  
 
BUDGETARY IMPACT: 
 Total estimated cost:  N/A 
 Source of Funds:        
 Is item already included in fiscal year budget?  Yes   No 
 Does item represent a new expenditure?  Yes   No 
 Does item represent a pass-through purchase?  Yes   No 
 If so, for what city/county/etc.?        

 
PROCUREMENT: N/A  
 
ACTION REQUESTED: 
Approve the FY 2024–2026 Area Plan for submission to Texas Health and Human Services Commission.  
 
BACK-UP DOCUMENTS ATTACHED: 
FY 2024–2026 AAACAP Area Plan: Executive Summary Memo 
FY 2024–2026 AAACAP Area Plan: Assurances Form 

 
BACK-UP DOCUMENTS NOT ATTACHED:  
FY 2024–2026 AAACAP Area Plan for submittal to Texas HHSC 

https://www.capcog.org/divisions/area-agency-on-aging/


6800 Burleson Road, Building 310, Suite 165 
Austin, Texas 78744-2306 

Ph: 512-916-6000 Fax: 512-916-6001 
www.capcog.org 

 
 
  

BASTROP BLANCO BURNET CALDWELL FAYETTE HAYS LEE LLANO TRAVIS WILLIAMSON 
 

 MEMORANDUM 
June 26, 2023 

 
TO:  Betty Voights, Executive Director 

FROM: Patty Bordie, Director of Aging Services 

RE: Agenda Item Attachment: FY 2024 – 2026 AAACAP Area Plan: Executive Summary 

The Agency on Aging of the Capital Area (henceforth referred to as AAACAP), in compliance with requirements 
from Texas Health and Human Services Commission (HHSC) and the federal Administration on Community 
Living, is submitting its Area Plan for federal Fiscal Years (FY) 2024-2026 for approval.  The area plan, a 
requirement for all area agencies on aging funded through the Older Americans Act (OAA), describes the specific 
services to be provided to older adults residing in the CAPCOG region. The plan is developed from an assessment 
of regional needs as determined by public input that included the participation of older adults, their caregivers, 
the AAACAP Aging Advisory Committee and other appropriate stakeholders.  The plan also includes the outlined 
AAACAP goals and objectives for FY 2024-2026, subject to any limitations of funding and policies provided by the 
OAA and/or Texas HHSC. The Area Plan for FY 2024-2026 reiterates the mission of the AAACAP, which is to 
provide services to support and advocate for the health, safety and well-being of older adults in CAPCOG’s 10-
county region — Bastrop, Blanco, Burnet, Caldwell, Fayette, Hays, Lee, Llano, Travis and Williamson counties. 
These services include providing older adults and their unpaid caregivers support through its care coordination 
and caregiver support services, benefits counseling, long-term care ombudsman services, and information, 
referral and assistance services. AAACAP provides services to caregivers under the National Family Caregiver 
Support Program. It also sub-contracts with other agencies to ensure the availability of services such as 
transportation, nutrition, homemaker and senior center operations, serving as the major funder of congregate 
and home-delivered meals in the region.  

The plan defines how these services will be delivered during the next three fiscal years and ensures focus on the 
targeted populations identified by the federal Older Americans Act: Older adults in greatest economic need, 
those in social isolation, those residing in rural areas, those living with severe disabilities, those at most risk for 
institutionalization, those with limited English proficiency, those with Alzheimer’s or related dementias, as well 
as caregivers for persons in these situations. 

As per guidance from Texas HHSC and established best practices, the Area Plan presented is based on the needs 
shared in the community needs assessment conducted during the spring of 2023, and the changing demographic 
trends within the region as gathered from sources such as the U.S. Census, the American Community Survey, 
and the Texas Demographic Center.  

http://www.capcog.org/
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Five significant trends were identified in the CAPCOG region related to older adults.  The first two trends relate 
to key socio-demographic factors, namely, the current and projected increase of the older adult population in 
the region and the current and projected even greater increase of older adults in the rural counties of the 
region. These two trends are based on the socio-demographic data provided through the U.S. Census, the 
American Community Survey, and the Texas Demographic Center, and are discussed in Section 6 of the plan.  

The other three trends are key factors directly related to the quality-of-life of older adults in the region. These 
are, in priority order: Transportation; Health and Wellness; and Financial Wellness and Resources. These trends 
were identified as encompassing the top concerns and needs of older adults. They developed from a careful 
compilation and analysis of the concerns clearly demonstrated consistently by a broad range of sources, 
including the regional community needs assessment.  

Based on these trends, the plan outlines and provides key strategies for service delivery, as follows: Outreach to 
“hard-to-reach” populations; an increase in access to long term services and supports; the provision of Person-
Centered Practices that allow for consumer choice; an increase in consumer-directed services; ensuring cultural 
competency; addressing social isolation; supporting family caregivers; and enhancing community collaborations. 
These strategies support the AAACAP goals to explore issues and contribute to solutions for older individuals 
regarding emergency preparedness, safe and affordable housing and homelessness prevention and support 
community partners across the region in developing “age-friendly” coalitions, workgroups, task forces, 
commissions, and interagency councils in rural areas.  

The plan allows Texas HHSC, the CAPCOG Executive Committee, partner agencies, and the community to better 
understand both the challenges and opportunities that AAACAP faces in providing and prioritizing its goals and 
performance measures.  In maintaining its fidelity to the requirements of the Older Americans Act, the plan 
incorporates the characteristics of the diverse counties served. The impact of population growth and its 
resulting changing demographics of the region and understanding the location and needs of those older adults 
with the greatest vulnerabilities is key to planning for and responding to current and future needs. The FY 2024 – 
2026 Area Plan provides the analysis, strategies, and means that will enable AAACAP to continue providing 
efficient and effective service delivery to those most in need in both rural and urban areas of the CAPCOG 
community while maintaining our vision – a vision where older adults and their caregivers realize streamlined 
access to services which promote independent living, self-determination, and full participation in their 
communities. 
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Assurances Signatures 

Assurances 

Older Americans Act, As Amended in 2020 

Section 306, Area Plans 
By signing this document, the authorized officials commit the Area Agency on Aging 
to performing all listed assurances and activities as stipulated in the Older 
Americans Act, as amended in 2020. 

(a) Each area agency on aging designated under section 305(a)(2)(A) shall, in
order to be approved by the State Agency, aka Texas Health and Human Services
Commission (HHSC), prepare and develop an area plan for a planning and service
area for a two-, three-, or four-year period, as determined by HHSC, with such
annual adjustments as may be necessary. Each such plan shall be based upon a
uniform format for area plans within the State prepared in accordance with Section
307(a)(1). Each such plan shall –
(1) provide, through a comprehensive and coordinated system, for supportive
services, nutrition services, and, where appropriate, for the establishment,
maintenance, modernization, or construction of multipurpose senior centers
(including a plan to use the skills and services of older individuals in paid and
unpaid work, including multigenerational and older individual to older individual
work), within the planning and service area covered by the plan, including
determining the extent of need for supportive services, nutrition services, and
multipurpose senior centers in such area (taking into consideration, among other
things, the number of older adults with low incomes residing in such area, the
number of older adults who have greatest economic need (with particular attention
to low income older individuals, including low-income minority older individuals,
older individuals with limited English proficiency, and older individuals residing in
rural areas) residing in such area, the number of older individuals who have
greatest social need (with particular attention to low-income older individuals,
including low-income minority older individuals, older individuals with limited
English proficiency, and older individuals residing in rural areas) residing in such
area, the number of older individuals at risk for institutional placement residing in
such area, and the number of older individuals who are Indians residing in such
area, and the efforts of voluntary organizations in the community), evaluating the
effectiveness of the use of resources in meeting such need, and entering into
agreements with providers of supportive services, nutrition services, or
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multipurpose senior centers in such area, for the provision of such services or 
centers to meet such need; 
(2) provide assurances that an adequate proportion, as required under section
307(a)(2), of the amount allotted for part B to the planning and service area will be
expended for the delivery of each of the following categories of services.

(A) services associated with access to services (transportation, health
services (including mental and behavioral health services), outreach, information 
and assistance (which may include information and assistance to consumers on 
availability of services under part B and how to receive benefits under and 
participate in publicly supported programs for which the consumer may be eligible), 
and case management services); 

(B) in-home services, including supportive services for families of older
individuals with Alzheimer's disease and related disorders with neurological and 
organic brain dysfunction; and 

(C) legal assistance;
and assurances that the area agency on aging will report annually to HHSC in detail 
the amount of funds expended for each such category during the fiscal year most 
recently concluded; 
(3) (A) designate, where feasible, a focal point for comprehensive service
delivery in each community, giving special consideration to designating
multipurpose senior centers (including multipurpose senior centers operated by
organizations referred to in paragraph (6)(C) as such focal point; and

(B) specify, in grants, contracts, and agreements implementing the plan, the
identify of each focal point so designated; 
(4) (A)(i)(I) provide assurances that the area agency on aging will -

(aa) set specific objectives, consistent with State policy, for providing 
services to older individuals with greatest economic need, older individuals 
with greatest social need, and older individuals at risk for institutional 
placement; 

(bb) include specific objectives for providing services to low-income 
minority older individuals, older individuals with limited English proficiency, 
and older individuals residing in rural areas; and 

(II) include proposed methods to achieve the objectives described in
items (aa) and (bb) of sub-clause (I);
(ii) provide assurances that the area agency on aging will include in each

agreement made with a provider of any service under this title, a requirement that 
such provider will - 

(I) specify how the provider intends to satisfy the service needs of
low-income minority individuals, older individuals with limited English 
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proficiency, and older individuals residing in rural areas in the area served by 
the provider; 

(II) to the maximum extent feasible, provide services to low-income
minority individuals, older individuals with limited English proficiency, and 
older individuals residing in rural areas in accordance with their need for such 
services; and 

(III) meet specific objectives established by the area agency on aging,
for providing services to low-income minority individuals, older individuals 
with limited English proficiency, and older individuals residing in rural areas 
within the planning and service area; and 
(iii) with respect to the fiscal year preceding the fiscal year for which such

area plan is prepared - 
(I) identify the number of low-income minority older individuals in the

planning and service area; 
(II) describe the methods used to satisfy the service needs of such

minority older individuals; and 
(III) provide information on the extent to which the area agency on

aging met the objectives described in clause (i). 
(B) provide assurances the area agency on aging will use outreach efforts

that will 
(i) identify individuals eligible for assistance under this Act, with special

emphasis on - 
(I) older individuals residing in rural areas;
(II) older individuals with greatest economic need (with particular attention

to low-income minority individuals and older individuals residing in rural areas); 
(III) older individuals with greatest social need (with particular attention to

low-income minority individuals and older individuals residing in rural areas); 
(IV) older individuals with severe disabilities;
(V) older individuals with limited English proficiency;
(VI) older individuals with Alzheimer’s disease and related disorders with

neurological and organic brain dysfunction (and the caretakers of such individuals); 
and 

(VII) older individuals at risk for institutional placement, specifically including
survivors of the Holocaust; and 

(i) inform the older individuals referred to in sub-clauses (I) through (VII) of
clause (i), and the caretakers of such individuals, of the availability of such 
assistance; and 

(C) contain an assurance that the area agency on aging will ensure that each
activity undertaken by the agency, including planning, advocacy, and systems 
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development, will include a focus on the needs of low-income minority older 
individuals and older individuals residing in rural areas. 
(5) provide assurances that the area agency on aging will coordinate planning, 
identification, assessment of needs, and provision of services for older individuals 
with disabilities, with particular attention to individuals with severe disabilities, and 
individuals at risk for institutional placement, with agencies that develop or provide 
services for individuals with disabilities; 
(6) provide that the area agency on aging will – 

(A) take into account in connection with matters of general policy arising in 
the development and administration of the area plan, the views of recipients of 
services under such plan; 

(B) serve as the advocate and focal point for older individuals within the 
community by (in cooperation with agencies, organizations, and individuals 
participating in activities under the plan) monitoring, evaluating, and commenting 
upon all policies, programs, hearings, levies, and community actions which will 
affect older individuals; 

(C)(i) where possible, enter into arrangements with organizations providing 
day care services for children, assistance to older individuals caring for relatives 
who are children, and respite for families, so as to provide opportunities for older 
individuals to aid or assist on a voluntary basis in the delivery of such services to 
children, adults, and families; 

(ii) if possible regarding the provision of services under this title, enter into 
arrangements and coordinate with organizations that have a proven record of 
providing services to older individuals, that— 

(I) were officially designated as community action agencies or 
community action programs under section 210 of the Economic Opportunity 
Act of 1964 (42 U.S.C. 2790) for fiscal year 1981, and did not lose the 
designation as a result of failure to comply with such Act; or 

(II) came into existence during fiscal year 1982 as direct successors in 
interest to such community action agencies or community action programs; 
and that meet the requirements under section 676B of the Community 
Services Block Grant Act; and 
(iii) make use of trained volunteers in providing direct services delivered to 
older individuals and individuals with disabilities needing such services and, if 
possible, work in coordination with organizations that have experience in 
providing training, placement, and stipends for volunteers or participants 
(such as organizations carrying out Federal service programs administered by 
the Corporation for National and Community Service), in community service 
settings; 
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(D) establish an advisory council consisting of older individuals (including
minority individuals and older individuals residing in rural areas) who are 
participants or who are eligible to participate in programs assisted under this Act, 
family caregivers of such individuals, representatives of older individuals, service 
providers, representatives of the business community, local elected officials, 
providers of veterans’ health care (if appropriate), and the general public, to advise 
continuously the area agency on aging on all matters relating to the development of 
the area plan, the administration of the plan and operations conducted under the 
plan; 

(E) establish effective and efficient procedures for coordination of –
(i) entities conducting programs that receive assistance under this Act within

the planning and service area served by the agency; and 
(ii) entities conducting other Federal programs for older individuals at the

local level, with particular emphasis on entities conducting programs described in 
section 203(b), within the area; 

(F) in coordination with the State agency and with the State agency
responsible for mental and behavioral health services, increase public awareness of 
mental health disorders, remove barriers to diagnosis and treatment, and 
coordinate mental and behavioral health services (including mental health 
screenings) provided with funds expended by the area agency on aging with mental 
and behavioral health services provided by community health centers and by other 
public agencies and nonprofit private organizations; 

(G) if there is a significant population of older adults who are Indians in the
planning and service area of the area agency on aging, the area agency on aging 
shall conduct outreach activities to identify such individuals in such area and shall 
inform such individuals of the availability of assistance under this Act. 

(H) in coordination with the State agency and with the State agency
responsible for elder abuse prevention services, increase public awareness of elder 
abuse, neglect, and exploitation, and remove barriers to education, prevention, 
investigation, and treatment of elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation, as 
appropriate; and 

(I) to the extent feasible, coordinate with the State agency to disseminate
information about the State assistive technology entity and access to assistive 
technology options for serving older individuals; 
(7) provide that the area agency on aging shall, consistent with this section,
facilitate the areawide development and implementation of a comprehensive,
coordinated system for providing long-term care in home and community-based
settings, in a manner responsive to the needs and preferences of older individuals
and their family caregivers, by -
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(A) collaborating, coordinating activities, and consulting with other local 
public and private agencies and organizations responsible for administering 
programs, benefits, and services related to providing long-term care; 

(B) conducting analyses and making recommendations with respect to 
strategies for modifying the local system of long-term care to better - 

(i) respond to the needs and preferences of older individuals and family 
caregivers; 

(ii) facilitate the provision, by service providers, of long-term care in home 
and community-based settings; and 

(iii) target services to older adults at risk for institutional placement, to 
permit such individuals to remain in home and community-based settings; 

(C) implementing, through the agency or service providers, evidence-based 
programs to assist older adults and their family caregivers in learning about and 
making behavioral changes intended to reduce the risk of injury, disease, and 
disability among older individuals; and 

(D) providing for the availability and distribution (through public education 
campaigns, Aging and Disability Resource Centers, the area agency on aging itself, 
and other appropriate means) of information relating to – 

(i) the need to plan in advance for long-term care; and 
(ii) the full range of available public and private long-term care (including 

integrated long-term care) programs, options, service providers, and resources; 
(8) provide that case management services provided under this title through the 
area agency on aging will – 

(A) not duplicate case management services provided through other Federal 
and State programs; 

(B) be coordinated with services described in subparagraph (A); and 
(C) be provided by a public agency or a nonprofit private agency that - 
(i) gives each older individual seeking services under this title a list of 

agencies that provide similar services within the jurisdiction of the area agency on 
aging; 

(ii) gives each individual described in clause (i) a statement specifying that 
the individual has a right to make an independent choice of service providers and 
documents receipt by such individuals of such statement; 

(iii) has case managers acting as agents for the individuals receiving the 
services and not as promoters for the agency providing such services; or 

(iv) is located in a rural area and obtains a waiver of these requirements 
described in clauses (i) through (iii) 
(9) (A) provide assurances that the area agency on aging, in carrying out the 
State Long-Term Care Ombudsman program under section 307(a)(9), will expend 
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not less than the total amount of funds appropriated under this Act and expended 
by the agency in fiscal year 2019 in carrying out such a program under this title; 

(B) funds made available to the area agency on aging pursuant to section
712 shall be used to supplement and not supplant other Federal, State, and local 
funds expended to support activities described in section 712; 
(10) provide a grievance procedure for older individuals who are dissatisfied with or
denied services under this title.
(11) provide information and assurances concerning services to older individuals
who are Native Americans (referred to in this paragraph as “older Native
Americans”) including -

(A) information concerning whether there is a significant population of older
Native Americans in the planning and service area and if so, an assurance that the 
area agency on aging will pursue activities, including outreach, to increase access 
of those older Native Americans to programs and benefits provided under this title; 

(B) an assurance that the area agency on aging will, to the maximum extent
practicable, coordinate the services the agency provides under this title with 
services provided Title VI; and 

(C) an assurance that the area agency on aging will make services under the
area plan available to the same extent as such services are available to older 
individuals within the planning and service area, to older Native Americans. 
(12) provide that the area agency on aging will establish procedures for
coordination of services with entities conducting other Federal or federally assisted
programs for older individuals at the local level, with particular emphasis on entities
conducting programs described in section 203(b) within the planning and service
area.
(13) provide assurances that the area agency on aging will-

(A) maintain the integrity and public purpose of services provided, and
service providers, under this title in all contractual and commercial relationships; 

(B) disclose to the Assistant Secretary for Aging and HHSC-
(i) the identity of each nongovernmental entity with which such agency has a

contract or commercial relationship relating to providing any service to older 
individuals; and 

(ii) the nature of such contract or such relationship;
(C) demonstrate that a loss or diminution on the quantity or quality of the

services provided, or to be provided, under this title by  such agency has not 
resulted and will not result from such contract or such relationship; 

(D) demonstrate that the quantity or quality of the services to be provided
under this title by such agency will be enhanced as a result of such contract or such 
relationship; and 
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(E) on the request of the Assistant Secretary or the State, for the purpose of 
monitoring compliance with this Act (including conducting an audit), disclose all 
sources and expenditures of funds such agency receives or expends to provide 
services to older individuals; 
(14) provide assurances that preference in receiving services under this title will not 
be given by the area agency on aging to particular older individuals as a result of a 
contract or commercial relationship that is not carried out to implement this title; 
(15) provide assurances funds received under this title will be used – 

(A) to provide benefits and services to older individuals, giving priority to 
older individuals identified in paragraph (4)(A)(i); and 

(B) in compliance with the assurances specified in paragraph (13) and the 
limitations specified in section 212 
(16) provide, to the extent feasible, for the furnishing of services under this Act, 
consistent with self-directed care; 
(17) include information detailing how the area agency on aging will coordinate 
activities, and develop long-range emergency preparedness plans, with local and 
State emergency response agencies, relief organizations, local and State 
governments, and any other institutions that have responsibility for disaster relief 
service delivery; 
(18) provide assurances that the area agency on aging will collect data to 
determine – 
 (A) the services that are needed by older individuals whose needs were the 
focus of all centers funded under title IV in fiscal year 2019; and 
(19) provide assurances that the area agency on aging will use outreach efforts 
that will identify individuals eligible for assistance under this Act, with special 
emphasis on those individuals whose needs were the focus of all centers funded 
under title IV in fiscal year 2019. 
 
(b)(1) An area agency on aging may include in the area plan an assessment of how 
prepared the area agency on aging and service providers in the planning and 
service area are for any anticipated change in the number of older individuals 
during the 10-year period following the fiscal year for which the plan is submitted. 
(2) Such assessment may include – 
 (A) the projected change in the number of older individuals in the planning 
and service area; 
 (B) an analysis of how such change may affect such individuals, including 
individuals with low incomes, individuals with greatest economic need, minority 
older individuals, older individuals residing in rural area, and older individuals with 
limited English proficiency; 
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 (C) an analysis of how the programs, policies, and services provided by such 
area agency can be improved, and how resource levels can be adjusted to meet the 
needs of the changing population of older individuals in the planning and service 
area; and 
 (D) an analysis of how the change in the number of individuals age 85 and 
older in the planning and service area is expected to affect the need for supportive 
services. 
(3) An area agency on aging, in cooperation with government officials, State 
agencies, tribal organizations, or local entities, may make recommendations to 
government officials in the planning and service area and the State, on actions 
determined by the area agency to build the capacity in the planning and service 
area to meet the needs of older individuals for – 
 (A) health and human services; 
 (B) land use; 
 (C) housing; 
 (D) transportation; 
 (E) public safety; 
 (F) workforce and economic development; 
 (G) recreation; 
 (H) education; 
 (I) civic engagement; 
 (J) emergency preparedness; 
 (K) protection from elder abuse, neglect, and exploitation; 
 (L) assistive technology devices and services; and 
 (M) any other service as determined by such agency. 
 
(c) Each State, in approving area agency on aging plans under this section, shall 
waive the requirement described in paragraph (2) of subsection (a) for any 
category of services described in such paragraph if the area agency on aging 
demonstrates to the State agency that services being furnished for such category in 
the area are sufficient to meet the need for such services in such area and had 
conducted a timely public hearing upon request. 
 
(d)(1) Subject to regulations prescribed by the Assistant Secretary, an area agency 
on aging designated under section 305(a)(2)(A) or, in areas of a State where no 
such agency has been designated, the State agency, may enter into agreement 
with agencies administering programs under the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and 
titles XIX and XX of the Social Security Act for the purpose of developing and 
implementing plans for meeting the common need for transportation services of 
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individuals receiving benefits under such Acts and older individuals participating in 
programs authorized by this title. 
(2) In accordance with an agreement entered into under paragraph (1), funds 
appropriated under this title may be used to purchase transportation services for 
older individuals and may be pooled with funds made available for the provision of 
transportation services under the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and titles XIX and XX 
of the Social Security Act. 
 
(e) An area agency on aging may not require any provider of legal assistance under 
this title to reveal any information that is protected by the attorney-client privilege. 
 
(f)(1) If the head of a State agency finds that an area agency on aging has failed to 
comply with Federal or State laws, including the area plan requirements of this 
section, regulations, or policies, the State may withhold a portion of funds to the 
area agency on aging available under this title. 
(2) (A) The head of a State agency shall not make a final determination 
withholding funds under paragraph (1) without first affording the area agency on 
aging due process in accordance with procedures established by the State agency. 
 (B) At a minimum, such procedures shall include procedures for – 
 (i) providing notice of an action to withhold funds; 
 (ii) providing documentation of the need for such action; and 
 (iii) at the request of the area agency on aging, conducting a public hearing 
concerning the action. 
(3) (A) If a State agency withholds the funds, the State agency may use the 
funds withheld to directly administer programs under this tile in the planning and 
service area served by the area agency on aging for a period not to exceed 180 
days, except as provided in subparagraph (B). 
 (B) If the State agency determines that the area agency on aging has not 
taken corrective action, or if the State agency does not approve the corrective 
action, during the 180-day period described in subparagraph (A), the State agency 
may extend the period for not more than 90 days. 
 
(g) Nothing in this Act shall restrict an area agency on aging from providing 
services not provided or authorized by this Act, including through – 
(1) contracts with health care payers; or 
(2) consumer private pay programs; or 
(3) other arrangements with entitles or individuals that increase the availability of 
home and community-based services and supports.    
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Standard Assurances of Compliance 
The Grantee (aka Area Agency on Aging) provides these assurances in 
consideration and for the purpose of obtaining federal grants, loans, contracts, 
property, discounts or other federal financial assistance from the U.S. Department 
of Health and Human Services. The Grantee agrees that it will comply with: 

1. Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (Pub. L. 88-352), as amended, and
all requirements imposed by or pursuant to the Regulation of the Department
of Health and Human Services (45 C.F.R. Part 80), to the end that, in
accordance with Title VI of that Act and the Regulation, no person in the
United States shall, on the ground of race, color, or national origin, be
excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be otherwise
subjected to discrimination under any program or activity for which the AAA
receives federal financial assistance from HHSC.

2. Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (Pub. L. 93-112), as
amended, and all requirements imposed by or pursuant to the Regulation of
the Department of Health and Human Services (45 C.F.R. Part 84), to the
end that, in accordance with Section 504 of that Act and the Regulation, no
otherwise qualified individual with a disability in the United States shall,
solely by reason of her or his disability, be excluded from participation in, be
denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program
or activity for which the AAA receives federal financial assistance from HHSC.

3. Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 (Pub. L. 92-318), as
amended, and all requirements imposed by or pursuant to the Regulation of
the Department of Health and Human Services (45 C.F.R. Part 86), to the
end that, in accordance with Title IX and the Regulation, no person in the
United States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, be
denied the benefits of, or be otherwise subjected to discrimination under any
education program or activity for which the AAA receives federal financial
assistance from HHSC.

4. The Age Discrimination Act of 1975 (Pub. L. 94-135), as amended, and all
requirements imposed by or pursuant to the Regulation of the Department of
Health and Human Services (45 C.F.R. Part 91), to the end that, in
accordance with the Act and the Regulation, no person in the United States
shall, on the basis of age, be denied the benefits of, be excluded from
participation in, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or
activity for which the AAA receives federal financial assistance from HHSC.
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The Grantee agrees that compliance with this assurance constitutes a condition of 
continued receipt of federal financial assistance, and that it is binding upon the 
Grantee, its successors, transferees and assignees for the period during which such 
assistance is provided. If any real property or structure thereon is provided or 
improved with the aid of federal financial assistance extended to the Grantee by 
HHSC, this assurance shall obligate the Grantee, or in the case of any transfer of 
such property, any transferee, for the period during which the real property or 
structure is used for a purpose for which the federal financial assistance is extended 
or for another purpose involving the provision of similar services or benefits. If any 
personal property is so provided, this assurance shall obligate the Grantee for the 
period during which it retains ownership or possession of the property. The Grantee 
further recognizes and agrees that the United States shall have the right to seek 
judicial enforcement of this assurance. 
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Authorized Signature Page 

Legal Name of Agency: _______________________________________________ 

Mailing Address: _____________________________________________________ 

Main Telephone Number: ______________________________________________ 

Federal Tax Identification Number: ______________________________________ 

The FFY 2024 – 2026 Area Plan is hereby submitted by the organization identified 
above for the period covering October 1, 2024, through September 30, 2026. By 
signing this document, the authorized officials commit the Area Agency on Aging to 
performing all listed assurances and activities as stipulated in the Older Americans 
Act, as amended in 2020, and agreeing to comply with the Standard Assurances of 
Compliance. In addition, the signatures on this page certify that the Area Plan has 
been reviewed and approved by the AAA’s Board of Directors and/or Governing 
Body and/or Executive Committee. 

Authorized Official - Executive Director 

Name: _____________________________________________________________ 

Signature: __________________________________________________________ 

Date: ___________________ 

Authorized Official - Board of Directors/Governing Body/Executive Committee  

Name: _____________________________________________________________ 

Signature: __________________________________________________________ 

Date: ____________________ 
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Authorized Official - AAA Advisory Council Chair/President 

Name: _____________________________________________________________ 

Signature: __________________________________________________________ 

Date: ____________________ 

 

Authorized Official - AAA Director 

Name: _____________________________________________________________ 

Signature: __________________________________________________________ 

Date: ____________________ 



EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING  
 

MEETING DATE: July 12, 2023 
       
AGENDA ITEM: #7 Consider Approving Appointments to Advisory Committees 
         
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF ITEM: 
This is the monthly item for filling positions on our Advisory Committees; please let us know if our staff can assist 
in identifying interested persons to serve. It is presumed that both city and county representatives will collaborate 
when making appointments. 
 
THIS ITEM REPRESENTS A: 

 New issue, project, or purchase 
 Routine, regularly scheduled item 
 Follow-up to a previously discussed item 
 Special item requested by board member 
 Other 

 
PRIMARY CONTACT/STAFF MEMBER: Deborah Brea, Executive Assistant  
 
BUDGETARY IMPACT: 
 Total estimated cost:  N/A 
 Source of Funds:  N/A 
 Is item already included in fiscal year budget?  Yes   No 
 Does item represent a new expenditure?  Yes   No 
 Does item represent a pass-through purchase?  Yes   No 
 If so, for what city/county/etc.?        

 
PROCUREMENT: N/A 
 
ACTION REQUESTED: 
Approve any advisory committee recommendations. 
 
BACK-UP DOCUMENTS ATTACHED: 

1. Summary memo with recommended appointments and vacancies 
 
BACK-UP DOCUMENTS NOT ATTACHED (to be sent prior to meeting or will be a handout at the meeting): 

1. Executive Committee attendance roster  
2. Advisory Committee attendance rosters 
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MEMORANDUM 
July 12, 2023 

 
TO: Executive Committee Members 

 
FROM: Betty Voights, Executive Director 

 
RE: Advisory Committee Recommendations 

 
This memo identifies current recommendations to CAPCOG Advisory Committees and serves as a reminder 
of vacancies that still need to be filled. Please see the Attendance Rosters for the Requirements & 
Responsibilities. For questions, please contact the Advisory Committee staff liaison. 

 
Burnet County  
 The Aging Advisory Council (AAC) has one representative vacancy (as of 11/22). 

 
City of Austin  
 The Aging Advisory Council (AAC) has one representative vacancy (as of 4/23). 
 The Capital Area Emergency Communications District Strategic Advisory Committee (CAECD-SAC) has one 

representative vacancy (as of 2/22). 
 The Criminal Justice Advisory Committee (CJAC) has two representative vacancies (as of 5/22 and 3/23).  

 
Hays County  
 The Aging Advisory Council (AAC) has one representative vacancy (as of 4/23). 

 
Travis County  
 The Aging Advisory Council (AAC) has one representative vacancy (as of 3/23). 
 The Capital Area Regional Transportation Planning Organization (CARTPO) has one vacancy (as of 

5/22). 
 

Williamson County  
 The Aging Advisory Council (AAC) has one representative vacancy (as of 12/20). 

 
Homeland Security Task Force 
 One EMC (Small) position is vacant (as of 2/23). 

 
Law Enforcement Education Committee (LEEC)  
 One Citizen Representative (CR) position is vacant (as of 5/22). 
 One Law Enforcement Representative for Populations < 25K (LER) position is vacant (as of 4/22). 

http://www.capcog.org/
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 One Law Enforcement At-Large position is vacant. 
 

Solid Waste Advisory Committee (SWAC) 
 One Private Operator position is vacant (as of 5/22). 



EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING  
 

MEETING DATE: July 12, 2023 
       

AGENDA ITEM: #8 Consider Authorizing Purchase of Equipment and Licenses for CAPCOG Cyber 
Resiliency Project 

         
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF ITEM: 
In late 2021, the Office of the Governor (OOG) Public Safety Office (PSO) awarded CAPCOG funds through the 
Homeland Security Grant Program (HSGP) to support cyber resiliency and recovery planning throughout the 
CAPCOG region (grant number 4397101). This grant involves the acquisition of equipment that can be used for 
cyber incident response and the formation and training of a cyber incident response team. Following CAPCOG’s 
successful cyber-attack exercise in May, we are now ready to proceed with the purchase of equipment and 
training. Right now, the grant is scheduled to end on July 31, which is enough time for us to purchase the 
equipment but not to procure a training vendor unless we get an extension. CAPCOG has requested an extension 
from OOG and, if granted, expects to return in August for authorization for the training vendor/vendors. 
 
Our Homeland Security and IT staff have identified equipment, software, and supplies that will need to be 
acquired for this project; the following items will all be from one vendor — Digital Intelligence (DI) — and total at 
least $25,000, and therefore this procurement requires board approval. 
 

• Two portable “VPER KIT with TX1” units from Digital Intelligence that include high-performance laptops 
and peripherals that can be brought into the field to image/duplicate hard drives that have been attacked 
($10,599 per unit for a total of $21,198, plus $174.68 for shipping); 

• One “FRED SR Forensic System” that is kept at a back office and is used to process/analyze data obtained 
from field kits and, if necessary, to image an entire server in the field ($13,499 per unit, shipping costs not 
yet known); and 

• Three one-year licenses for EnCase forensic software estimated at $4,000 per license per year (based on 
DI’s quote for a similar type of software) for a total of $12,000 — CAPCOG staff already have some 
training and familiarity with this software and DI provides this, but CAPCOG will need to obtain a 
customized quote. 

 
The “Equipment” line item in the grant budget was originally estimated at $32,735 when the grant application 
was developed in 2021, but these items will cost approximately $47,500. The difference will come out of the 
training budget for the grant, although the free training included in the cost of the equipment should offset some 
of the budgeted training costs. CAPCOG expects to negotiate with Digital Intelligence to bring the total cost down. 
 
This purchase was procured as a sole source in accordance with section 3-205 of CAPCOG’s Procurement Policy. 
CAPCOG staff attempted to identify multiple vendors for these items, which were specifically listed in the grant 
application, but were only able to identify Digital Intelligence, which manufactures the equipment. While OOG has 
already pre-approved these specific types of units in the grant, CAPCOG will also need prior approval from OOG 
for this purchase as well, irrespective of the procurement method. 
 
THIS ITEM REPRESENTS A: 

 New issue, project, or purchase 
 Routine, regularly scheduled item 
 Follow-up to a previously discussed item 
 Special item requested by board member 
 Other 

 
PRIMARY CONTACT/STAFF MEMBER:  Kelly Claflin, Chief Information Security Officer 

 



BUDGETARY IMPACT: 
 Total estimated cost:  $47,500 
 Source of Funds:  Office of the Governor Homeland Security Grant Program 
 Is item already included in fiscal year budget?  Yes   No 
 Does item represent a new expenditure?  Yes   No 
 Does item represent a pass-through purchase?  Yes   No 
 If so, for what city/county/etc.?  N/A 

 
PROCUREMENT: Sole Source 
 
ACTION REQUESTED: 
Authorize the Executive Director to issue a Purchase Order to Digital Intelligence for up to $47,500 to purchase 
two VPER KIT with TX1 units, one FRED SR Forensic System, and three one-year licenses for EnCase or similar 
software, plus any required shipping costs. 
 
BACK-UP DOCUMENTS ATTACHED: 

1. Procurement Memo 
2. Preliminary Quote for Products 
3. Product Information Summaries 

 
BACK-UP DOCUMENTS NOT ATTACHED (to be sent prior to meeting or will be a handout at the meeting): 

1. Grant 4397101 Summary 
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MEMORANDUM 

July 5, 2023 

TO: Executive Committee 

FROM: Kelly Claflin, CAPCOG Chief Information Security Officer 

 Andrew Hoekzema, CAPCOG Deputy Executive Director 

RE: Equipment Procurement for Cyber Resiliency Grant 

 

Part of CAPCOG’s Cyber Resiliency Grant from the Office of the Governor (grant # 4397101) involves the 

purchase of digital forensics tools, write-block hardware devices, and peripherals to support a regional cyber 

response capability. The grant budget included $32,735 for equipment, with the following description: 

“Customized computer towers, servers, write blocking devices, and peripherals with cyber forensics in mind. This 

hardware includes [sic] CRU WiebeTech Forensic Field Kit (1,800); Tableu TK8U Forensic USB 3.0 Bridge Kit 

($2,000); UltraKit v5 + TX1 ($5,100); FRED SR Forensic System ($13,000). Quantity purchased will be two of each 

(or similar) or as funds allow.” 

Items Recommended for Purchase 

Our review of the specific items listed indicated that acquisition of two UltraKit v5 + TX1 units and one FRED SR 

Forensic System best met the region’s needs given the amount budgeted. The UltraKit v5 + TX1 can handle the 

tasks that the CRU WiebeTech Forensic Field Kit and Tableau TK8U Forensic USB 3.0 Bridge Kits can handle, plus 

additional tasks. The FRED SR Forensic System is unique in that it can be used to image an entire server. The 

FRED SR Forensic System and the UltraKit v5 + TX1 are both Digital Intelligence products. 

In order to use this equipment, CAPCOG will also need to acquire new high-performance computers to 

accompany the UltraKit v5 + TX1 units, although these were not identified specifically in the grant application. 

Digital Intelligence offers a product known as “VPER Kit with TX1,” which combines a high-performance 

computer with the required kit and costs less than the two items would separately ($10,599 per unit versus 

$12,084.75 total for one of each if purchased separately). Therefore, CAPCOG is seeking to purchase two VPER 

Kit with TX1 units and one FRED SR Forensic System. While we have a quote for the shipping costs of the VPER 

units, we need to obtain a custom quote for shipping the FRED SR Forensic System unit. 

Finally, the equipment will require software to operate, but that was not included in the grant budget directly 

either. We are recommending that we purchase EnCase, which is industry-leading software that CAPCOG staff 

http://www.capcog.org/
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have already received training on. While as of this date, we do not have a quote for this software yet, we believe 

that it will come out to $3,500 - $4,000 per license based on the cost of similar products. The three licenses will 

be used for each of the three pieces of equipment. 

The FRED SR Forensic System and UltraKit v5 + TX1 units are unique and specifically named pieces of equipment 

in the grant that are only available from a single source – Digital Intelligence. The VPER Kit with TX1 serves as a 

substitute for the UltraKit v5 + TX1 since it also includes computers that are necessary to function and is also 

only available from a single source. We were able to determine that they were the only vendor after searching 

for other vendors (such as resellers) that might carry this equipment but were unable to find any. We 

determined that conditions 2 and 5 applied to this situation, and condition 4 may also apply based on the OOG’s 

approval of CAPCOG’s budget. 

Procurement Method 

For federal funding, 2 CFR §200.320 allows for non-competitive procurements in specific circumstances if one or 

more of the following conditions apply: 

1. The acquisition of property or services, the aggregate dollar amount of which does not exceed the micro-

purchase threshold (generally $10,000); 

2. The item is available only from a single source; 

3. The public exigency or emergency for the requirement will not permit a delay resulting from publicizing a 

competitive solicitation; 

4. The federal awarding agency or pass-through entity expressly authorizes a noncompetitive procurement 

in response to a written request from the non-Federal entity; or 

5. After solicitation of a number of sources, competition is determined inadequate. 

For reference, CAPCOG’s procurement policy Section 3-205 also allows for a sole source procurement which 

“may be used when the award is not feasible under small purchase, competitive sealed bidding, or negotiated 

procurement procedures.” The policy uses similar, but slightly different language than 2 CFR §200.320 regarding 

the circumstances in which a sole source procurement may be used: 

“2. Sole source procurement is limited to the following: 

a) in response to a public exigency or emergency; [similar to condition 3 in 2 CFR §200.320] 

b) where the item is available from only a single source; [similar to condition 2] 

c) if, after soliciting a number of sources, competition is deemed inadequate after CAPCOG has demonstrated a 

good faith effort in soliciting qualified providers through the small purchase, competitive sealed bids, or 

competitive proposal processes; [similar to condition 5] and 

d) is authorized by the grantor agency, if applicable. [similar to condition 4]”  

Similar to the federal rule, Items b and c apply to the procurement of the equipment, and d may apply as well 

since this equipment’s description is specific in the grant. 

Multiple vendors sell the EnCase software and CAPCOG may ultimately choose an alternate vendor if they offer 

it at lower cost than Digital Intelligence, but since it is possible that it may be included in the purchase of this 

equipment, we have included it in this procurement. CAPCOG will use quotes to select the best-value vendor for 

the software. 



Quote
Date

Jul 5, 2023
Quote #

Q20230705-13

Digital Intelligence
Fed Tax ID # 39-1957034

Digital Intelligence, Inc.
17165 West Glendale Drive
New Berlin, WI 53151

Voice: (262) 782-3332
Fax: (262) 782-3331
Email: sales@digitalintelligence.com

Customer Billing
Andrew Hoekzema
Capital Area Council of Governments
6800 Burleson Road, Bldg. 310, Ste. 165
Austin TX 78744
United States
Phone (512) 916-6046
ahoekzema@capcog.org

Customer Shipping
Andrew Hoekzema
Capital Area Council of Governments
6800 Burleson Road, Bldg. 310, Ste. 165
Austin TX 78744
United States
Phone (512) 916-6046

Item Description Qty Unit Cost Total

F3145 FRED SR Forensic System

Customer selected options:
Motherboard Chipset: Intel® C621 Chipset Motherboard
OS: [T0045] Windows 11 Pro 64 bit
CPU (Qty 2 x Xeon® Scalable Processor Series): [T1342C] Silver 4210R
CPU 10 core, 2.4 /3.2 GHz, 13.75MB Cache
RAM: [T2324B] 32 GB ECC Memory PC4 23400 DDR4-2933 MHz (2x16GB)
Graphics Card - Upgrades may delay fulfillment of order due to
market shortage.: [T0023] Nvidia GTX 1050Ti, 4GB, 128 bit GDDR5, 768
CUDA Cores
OS Drive - Internal PCIe M.2 SSD: [T3043B] 500 GB M.2 NVMe PCIe Solid
State Drive - PRO Series
Drive 2 - Internal PCIe M.2 SSD: None Selected
Drive 3 - Internal PCIe M.2 SSD: None Selected
Drive 4 - SATA Interface: [T3077B] 500 GB SATA Solid State Drive -
EVO Series
Drive 5 - SATA Interface: None Selected
Drive 6 - USB 3.2 Interface: [T3095] 2 TB 7200 rpm SATA Hard Drive
Drive 7 - USB 3.2 Interface: None Selected
Drive 8 - USB 3.2 Interface: None Selected
RAID Drive Set 1: [T3105] 5 x 2 TB SATA Hard Drive - Capacity: ~8 TB
configured as RAID5
RAID Drive Set 2: [T3105] 5 x 2 TB SATA Hard Drive - Capacity: ~8 TB
configured as RAID5
RAID Drive Set 3: [T3105] 5 x 2 TB SATA Hard Drive - Capacity: ~8 TB
configured as RAID5
NIC (Network Interface Card) Options are in addition to the on-board
1 Gigabit network ports : None
Training: Free Training with Purchase

Standard features:
Windows 11 Professional (64 bit) [T0045]
Other Operating System included:

SUSE Professional Linux (64 bit)

System Restore Media – Bootable Blu-ray disc containing restore
environment and factory configured operating system images

Hardware Write Blocking:
Digital Intelligence® UltraBay 4d Hardware Write-Blocker with touch

1 $13,499.00 $13,499.00
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Digital Intelligence® UltraBay 4d Hardware Write-Blocker with touch
screen display:

Integrated IDE Drive Write Blocker
Integrated SATA Drive Write Blocker
Integrated SAS Drive Write Blocker
Integrated USB 3.0/2.0 Write Blocker
Integrated FireWire IEEE 1394b Write Blocker
Integrated PCIe Write Blocker
Write-Block and Read/Write visibility via Lock/Unlock LEDs
Read and write mode capabilities for all device ports controlled

via front panel
Allows simultaneous imaging of 2 attached devices

Digital Intelligence® Integrated Forensic Media Card Reader – Read-
Only and Read/Write switchable
Digital Intelligence® Imaging Workshelf - Extendable/Retractable with
integrated ventilation

Detailed System Specifications:

ATX Double-Wide Black Server Case 23 x 5¼"Bays
23 ½" High(25½" w/Wheels),16¼" Wide, 28" Deep

1200 Watt Modular power supply
Dual Intel® Socket P (LGA 3647) Motherboard for Intel® Xeon®

Scalable Processors Family (205W)
Intel® C621 Chipset
12 DIMM Slots supporting DDR4 2666/2400 Registered ECC (RDIMM,

LR-DIMM) Memory
7 PCI-Express 3.0(x16)Slots
8 ports Intel® 6 Gb/s SATA Controller
2 ports ASMedia® 6 Gb/s SATA Controller
4 x U.2 connector
1 x M.2 Socket 3, with M Key
2 Intel® I210-AT Gigabit LAN RJ45 ports
Realtek® S1220A 7.1-Channel High Def Audio CODEC
1 x Optical S/PDIF out
1 x 8-channel Audio I/O
1 PS/2 Ports (Keyboard & Mouse Combo)
4 USB 2.0 ports – Back Mounted
3 USB 3.0 ports - Front Mounted
5 USB 3.1 Gen 1 ports – Back Mounted
1 USB 3.1 Gen 1 Type C port – Back Mounted
1 USB 3.1 Gen 2 port – Back Mounted
1 USB 3.1 Gen 2 Type C port – Back Mounted
2 x Shock Mounted SATA Removable Hard Drive Bays
3 x HotSwap Shock Mounted Removable Hard Drive Bays with Read

Only switch
BD-R/BD-RE/DVD�RW/CD�RW Blu-ray Burner Dual-Layer Combo Drive

Three RAID Chassis Option - [T5111]
16 Channel PCIe 12 Gb/s SAS/SATA RAID Controller
Qty 3 - 5 bay Drive Chassis

103 key Keyboard and Mouse Combo - Wireless

Toolbox containing:  Adapters, Cables, Precision
Electronics Tool Kit and OEM Documents

Other Software included: Symantec Ghost

Warranty: 3 years

Dimensions: 23 ½" High(25½" w/Wheels),16¼" Wide, 28" Deep
Weight: 150 lbs
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S6670 Passware Kit Ultimate

Registered to:
Andrew Hoekzema
Capital Area Council of Governments
6800 Burleson Road, Bldg. 310, Ste. 165
Austin TX 78744
United States
Phone (512) 916-6046
Email ahoekzema@capcog.org
Standard features:
Bundle Passware Kit Forensic and Passware Kit Mobile solution. 
Includes the T2 Apple security chip add-on, ten (10) Passware Kit
Agents, and Passware Kit Forensic on-line training.

3 $3,995.00 $11,985.00

K4007 VPER KIT with TX1

Customer selected options:
Motherboard Chipset: Intel® H670 Express Chipset
OS: [T0045] Windows 11 Pro 64 bit
CPU: [T1449] Intel i7-12700 12 Core 2.1 GHz (4.9 Turbo), 25 MB Cache
RAM: [T2419] 64 GB PC4-25600 DDR4 3200
Graphics Card: [T0042] NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3060 6GB GDDR6
OS Drive - Internal PCIe M.2 SSD: [T3043B] 500 GB M.2 NVMe PCIe Solid
State Drive - PRO Series
Drive 2 - Internal PCIe M.2 SSD: None Selected
Drive 3 - SATA Interface: None Selected
Training: Free Training with Purchase

Standard features:
Windows 11 Professional (64 bit) [T0045]
Other Operating System included:

openSUSE Tumbleweed (64 bit)

System Restore Media:

Bootable Blu-ray disc containing restore environment and factory
configured operating system images.

Hardware Write Blocking:

UltraBay 4 Portable combination forensic bridge.  Supports
forensic imaging of SATA, SAS, USB 3.0, PCIe, FireWire, and IDE
devices [W5170]
TX1Forensic Imager [D6280]
Digital Intelligence® Forensic Media Card Reader – Read-Only and

Read/Write switchable [W2530] 

Detailed System Specifications:

Intel®  H670 Chipset
15.6” Full HD (1920x1080) Display, 16:9 panel, 2.6mm
NVIDIA® GeForce™ RTX 3060 with 6 GB GDDR6 VRAM
1 RJ-45 LAN (10/100/1000Mbps)
Intel® Wi-Fi 6 AX201 - 802.11ax, Dual Band, Wi-Fi 6 + Bluetooth

5.1®
6-in-1 Push-Push Card Reader (MMC/RSMMC/SD/Mini-SD/SDHC/SDXC)
1.0 Megapixel FHD Video Camera
High Definition Audio
Microphone
Speakers (2)
19mm Full-Size Keyboard with numeric keypad – Illuminated
Touch Pad pointing device(2 buttons)with multi-gesture and

2 $10,599.00 $21,198.00
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Touch Pad pointing device(2 buttons)with multi-gesture and
scrolling function
1 HDMI Port
1 Mini DisplayPort 1.4 ports
1 DisplayPort 1.4 over USB 3.2 Gen 2 (Type-C)
2 USB 3.2 Gen 2 Ports (Type A)
1 USB 2.0 Port (Type A)
1 2-in-1 Audio Jack (Headphone / Microphone)
1 Microphone jack
6 Cell Smart Lithium-Ion, 62WH Battery Pack
Kensington Lock Slot
Intel® PTT (Platform Trust Technology) without hardware TPM
Universal AC Adapter (100~240V AC 50/60hz)

Laptop Dimensions: 14.21 x 10.16 x 1.28 (inches)
Laptop Weight: 5.96 lbs (complete system + battery)

Warranty: Laptop 3 years – (1 year on laptop battery and AC power
adapter).  All other items 1 year.

Included Accessories:

W4610    USB3.1 Write Protect switchable External Drive
Enclosure - Qty 1
X6021    VPER-TX1:Pelican 1620, lid organizer, custom foam - Qty

1
W5170    UltraBay 4P (T356789iu) - UltraBay 4 Portable - Qty 1
W2530    Digital Intelligence® UltraBlock USB 3 Forensic Card

Reader - Qty 1
D6280    TX1 Forensic Imager - Qty 1
A6027    TX1-S1 SATA/SAS Drive Bay - Qty 1
X1040    TP6 Power Supply for TX1 - Qty 1
C3010    TC-PCIe-8 Cable. PCIe adapter cable, 8" length - Qty 1
A1520    TDA7-5 PCIe IDE Adapter - Qty 1
A1500    TDA7-1 PCIe Card SSD Adapter - Qty 1
A1510    TDA7-2 PCIe M.2 SSD Adapter - Qty 1
A1515    TDA7-3 PCIe Adapter for Apple - Qty 1
A1517    TDA7-4 PCIe U2 Adapter Cable - Qty 1
A1525    TDA7-7 Apple 2016+ PCIe SSD Adapter - Qty 1
C3005    TC-PCIe-4 Cable. PCIe adapter cable, 4" length - Qty 1
X6002    Soft-sided, zippered nylon bag - Qty 1
C5100    TC6-8 IDE Data Cable, 8" length - Qty 1
C5150    TC6-2 IDE Data Cable, 2" length - Qty 2
C5200    TC3-8 SATA Data Cable, 8" length - Qty 1
C5451    TC4-8-R3 SAS Unified Power & Signal Cable - Qty 4
C5001    TC2-8-R2 Hard disk power cable for IDE (3M to Molex) -

Qty 2
C5002    TC5-8-R2 Hard disk power cable for SATA (SATA to 3M) -

Qty 1
C1003    USB 3.0 A to B Cable - Qty 2
C2500    FireWire800 9 pin to 9 pin cable 6ft - Qty 2
A4100    Hard Drive Adapter 2.5 Inch - Qty 1
A4200    Hard Drive Adapter 1.8 Inch - Qty 1
A4300    TDA5-ZIF ZIF HD Adapter w/ case - Qty 1
C9001    TC20-BNDL ZIF Cable - Qty 1    
A4500    TDA3-1 Micro SATA HD Adapter - Qty 1
A4700    SATA LIF Adapter - Qty 1
A4710    SATA III to M.2/mSATA Adapter - Qty 1
A4800    Blade Type SSD Adapter - Qty 1
T3014    2 TB SATA Hard Drive - Qty 3
X1250    Precision Electronics Tool Kit - Qty 1
X1102    Power Strip - 120/240 Volts for VPER Kit - Qty 1
X1101    Universal Power Adapter for VPER Kit - Qty 1
T7714    External USB BR-RE/CDRW/DVDRW BluRay Burner Drive - Qty

1

Kit Dimensions: 25 x 20 x 15 (inch)
Kit Weight: 58 lbs

Subtotal $46,682.00
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Standard Terms & Conditions
All prices are in U.S. Dollars.
Shipping cost does not include import taxes or fees. Non-U.S. recipients pay all applicable
import taxes or fees.
This quote is valid for 30 days from date of issue.
To order please contact Digital Intelligence by email, phone or fax using the contact info
listed at the top of this quote.
Payment in full is required prior to shipment unless credit terms are approved in advance by
Digital Intelligence.

Thank you for your interest.

Prepared by: Digital Intelligence website [automated]

Shipping - UPS Ground $174.68

Shipping - Must Be Quoted 
Shipping for some items in this order cannot be calculated online and the shipping
cost quoted for this order is incomplete. Please contact Digital Intelligence for a

complete quote including shipping costs.

$0.00

Order Total $46,856.68
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@ABCDADEFGH�IJKLFMEDEFGH�NOJPQRSJ�TSUPVWXY�ZPQ[JOR\]̂ AGD�_ ÊD̀^aAb H̀�NPPYJW�TWJJOcSXdbAEBH�YeWJJOcSXfQWgQShKSJhijĵ M̀M�kH�lmnn�o[JVPcSX�pYijĵ M̀M�kH�oVYh�qrns�Z[ORP�rltuEDvH�w[cROXs�xPyWc�zmz{{L|FG̀ H�tr}~�rl~lnqt��RePJ��eSXP��tr}~�mr~�{q}�A�H�EDB̀H�IcK@ABCDADEFGH�IJKLFMEDEFGH�wYUOX��SSJY������������������������� �̂AGE�ADEFG��v�̀ H��S[XQOV�S���S�PJXUPXR������� �̂AGE�ADEFG���DEFGH�WggV\OXh�RS�gJS�OYP�eSUPVWXY�cPQ[JOR\�cPJ�OQPci��BE�AGD�i�̀ G�v�M�@DAD̀�LAv̀ �̀�j̀ GDE E�ADEFG�aCb¡̀ �̂¢̀£�£¤��̀ j̀ ÂB�db�BFv̀ �̂M��j̀ GDE E�ADEFG�¢�d�¥aCb¡̀ �̂F̂�¦̀ GjF̂��§¥H�rz{rlm�qmrnnnnG̈E©C̀ �dGDEDv��j̀ GDE È �̂¢̈ d�¥H��m�ªw«�¬}«Im������®��������������¯̀ ^̄È°xeP�g[JgScP�S��ReP�TSUPVWXY�ZPQ[JOR\��JWXR��JShJWU��TZ����Oc�RS�c[ggSJR�cRWRP�WXY�VSQWV�P��SJRc�RS�gJP�PXRRPJJSJOcU�WXY�SRePJ�QWRWcRJSgeOQ�P�PXRc�WXY�RS�gJPgWJP�ReP�±WROSX��SJ�ReP�ReJPWRc�WXY�eW²WJYc�ReWR�gScP�RePhJPWRPcR�JOc³�RS�ReP�cPQ[JOR\�S��ReP�́XORPY�ZRWRPcK�TZ���gJS�OYPc��[XYOXh�RS�OUgVPUPXR�OX�PcRUPXRc�ReWR�µ[OVYsc[cRWOXs�WXY�YPVO�PJ�ReP�q}�QSJP�QWgWµOVOROPc�PccPXROWV�RS�WQeOP�OXh�ReP�±WROSXWV��JPgWJPYXPcc��SWV��ReP��SWV��S�W�cPQ[JP�WXY�JPcOVOPXR�±WROSXK�xeP�µ[OVYOXhs�c[cRWOXUPXRs�WXY�YPVO�PJ\�S��RePcP�QSJP�QWgWµOVOROPc�WJP�XSRPyQV[cO�P�RS�WX\�cOXhVP�VP�PV�S��hS�PJXUPXRs�SJhWXO²WROSXs�SJ�QSUU[XOR\s�µ[R�JWRePJs�JP¶[OJP�ReP�QSUµOXPYP��SJR�S��ReP�·eSVP�QSUU[XOR\K�TZ���c[ggSJRc�QSJP�QWgWµOVOROPc�WQJScc�ReP��O�P�UOccOSX�WJPWc�S���JP�PXROSXs�JSRPQROSXs�IOROhWROSXs�pPcgSXcPs�WXY�pPQS�PJ\�µWcPY�SX�WVVS·WµVP�QScRcKxeP��[XYOXh�WXXS[XQPUPXRs�VSQWRPY�SX�ReP�P�JWXRc��WVPXYWJ�gWhPs�YPcQJOµPc�ReP�SJhWXO²WROSX�R\gPcs�WQRO�OROPcsWXY�QScRc�ReWR�WJP�PVOhOµVP�[XYPJ�ReP�WXXS[XQPUPXRK�xeP��Z�̧c�P�JWXRc�́cPJ��[OYP�RS��JPWROXh�WX�wggVOQWROSXh[OYPc�WggVOQWXRc�ReJS[he�ReP�gJSQPcc�S��QJPWROXh�WXY�c[µUORROXh�WX�WggVOQWROSX�OX�P�JWXRcK�¹X�SJUWROSX�WXYh[OYWXQP�JPVWRPY�RS�ReP�UWXWhPUPXR�WXY�[cP�S��hJWXR��[XYc�QWX�µP��S[XY�OX�ReP�xeP��Z�̧c��[OYP�RS��JWXRcsVSQWRPY�SX�ReP��Z��pPcS[JQP��SJ�wggVOQWXRc�WXY��JWXRPPc�·PµgWhPKL̂EbÂv�ºEMMEFG�AGj�LĈ�FM̀ZRWRP�TSUPVWXY�ZPQ[JOR\��JShJWU��ZTZ����Z[ggSJRc�cRWRPs�xJOµWV�WXY�VSQWV�gJPgWJPYXPcc�WQRO�OROPc�ReWR�WYYJPcceOhe~gJOSJOR\�gJPgWJPYXPcc�hWgc�WQJScc�WVV�QSJP�QWgWµOVOROPc�·ePJP�W�XPy[c�RS�RPJJSJOcU�PyOcRcK�wVV�OX�PcRUPXRcU[cR�µP�QSXcOcRPXR�·ORe�QWgWµOVOR\�RWJhPRc�cPR�Y[JOXh�ReP�xeJPWR�WXY�TW²WJY�¹YPXRO�OQWROSX�WXY�pOc³�wccPccUPXR�xT¹pw��gJSQPccs�WXY�hWgc�OYPXRO�OPY�OX�ReP�ZRWRP��JPgWJPYXPcc�pPgSJR��Z�p�KIWX\�WQRO�OROPc�·eOQe�c[ggSJR�ReP�WQeOP�PUPXR�S��RWJhPR�QWgWµOVOROPc�JPVWRPY�RS�RPJJSJOcU�gJPgWJPYXPcc�UW\cOU[VRWXPS[cV\�c[ggSJR�PXeWXQPY�gJPgWJPYXPcc��SJ�SRePJ�eW²WJYc�[XJPVWRPY�RS�WQRc�S��RPJJSJOcUK�TS·P�PJs�ABB@»@L��̂F¼̀�DM�bCMD�AMMEMD��̂AGD̀ M̀�EG�A�|È ĒG��DÂ�̀ D��A�A¡EBEDÈM�̂̀ BAD̀j�DF��̂ `̄ G̀DEG�¤��̂ �̀ÂEG� F̂¤��̂FD̀�DEG��A�AEGMD¤�F̂ �̂̀ M�FGjEG��DF�A�DM�F �D̀^̂F̂EMb£dBE�E¡EBEDv�½̀ ©CỀ b G̀DM
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@ABCBDEF�GBHIJAK�LMNJAIBDOPDIBIBMH�AMQMBRBDO�STDUH�SAJC�VWX�CTHI�YM�FJQEIMU�BD�E�QJTDIK�IZEI�ZEH�ED�ERMAEOM�JS�[\]�JA�EYJRMJD�YJIZ�EUTFI�EDU�̂TRMDBFM�UBHNJHBIBJDH�MDIMAMU�BDIJ�IZM�QJCNTIMAB_MU�QABCBDEF�ZBHIJAK�UEIEYEHMCEBDIEBDMU�YK�IZM�̀MaEH�bMNEAICMDI�JS�VTYFBQ�WESMIK�cbVWd�EH�UBAMQIMU�BD�IZM�efghi�jklf�kmjnopoqhr�snktflunfv�jwhxyfn�zz{�̀ZM�UBHNJHBIBJD�QJCNFMIMDMHH�NMAQMDIEOM�BH�UMSBDMU�EH�IZMNMAQMDIEOM�JS�EAAMHI�QZEAOMH�E�QJTDIK�AMNJAIH�IJ�bVW�SJA�|ZBQZ�E�UBHNJHBIBJD�ZEH�YMMDHTYHM}TMDIFK�AMNJAIMU�EDU�MDIMAMU�BDIJ�IZM�QJCNTIMAB_MU�QABCBDEF�ZBHIJAK�HKHIMC{~MOBDDBDO��EDTEAK�����\����QJTDIBMH�ENNFKBDO�SJA�OAEDI�E|EAUH�SAJC�IZM�XSSBQM�JS�IZM��JRMADJACTHI�QJCCBI�IZEI�IZM�QJTDIK�|BFF�AMNJAI�EI�FMEHI�[\�NMAQMDI�JS�QJDRBQIBJDH�EDU�JIZMA�UBHNJHBIBJDH|BIZBD�SBRM�YTHBDMHH�UEKH�IJ�IZM�@ABCBDEF��THIBQM��DSJACEIBJD�WKHIMC�EI�IZM�bMNEAICMDI�JS�VTYFBQWESMIK{�@FBQ��ZMAM�SJA�EUUBIBJDEF�BDSJACEIBJD�SAJC�bVW�JD�IZBH�DM|�AMNJAIBDO�AM}TBAMCMDI{�DBSJAC�@ABCM�LMNJAIBDO�c�@LdPFBOBYFM�ENNFBQEDIH�JNMAEIBDO�E�FE|�MDSJAQMCMDI�EOMDQK�CTHI�YM�QTAAMDI�JD�AMNJAIBDO�QJCNFMIM��@LUEIE�EDU�IZM�̀MaEH�HNMQBSBQ�AMNJAIBDO�CEDUEIMU�YK����{\���̀�@��IJ�IZM�̀MaEH�bMNEAICMDI�JS�VTYFBQWESMIK�cbVWd�SJA�BDQFTHBJD�BD�IZM�EDDTEF�@ABCM�BD�̀MaEH�c@�̀d�NTYFBQEIBJD{�̀J�YM�QJDHBUMAMU�MFBOBYFMSJA�STDUBDO��ENNFBQEDIH�CTHI�ZERM�HTYCBIIMU�E�STFF�I|MFRM�CJDIZH�JS�EQQTAEIM�UEIE�IJ�bVW�SJA�IZMCJHI�AMQMDI�QEFMDUEA�KMEA�YK�IZM�UMEUFBDMcHd�MHIEYFBHZMU�YK�bVW{�bTM�IJ�IZM�BCNJAIEDQM�JS�IBCMFKAMNJAIBDO��ENNFBQEDIH�EAM�AM}TBAMU�IJ�HTYCBI�QJCNFMIM�EDU�EQQTAEIM��@L�UEIE��EH�|MFF�EH�IZM�̀MaEH�CEDUEIMU�AMNJAIBDO��JD�E�DJ�FMHH�IZED�CJDIZFK�YEHBH�EDU�AMHNJDU�NAJCNIFK�IJ�AM}TMHIH�SAJC�bVWAMFEIMU�IJ�IZM�UEIE�HTYCBIIMU{��JIM���@L�BH�IAEDHBIBJDBDO�SAJC�HTCCEAK�AMNJAIBDO�IJ���~LW�JDFK�BD�\��{��NNFBQEDIH�EAM�MDQJTAEOMU�IJ�IAEDHBIBJD�IJ���~LW�EH�HJJD�EH�NJHHBYFM�BD�JAUMA�IJ�CEBDIEBDIZMBA�OAEDI�MFBOBYBFBIK{�EIBJDEF��DQBUMDI��EDEOMCMDI�WKHIMC�c���Wd��CNFMCMDIEIBJD�AEDIMMH�EAM�AM}TBAMU�IJ�BCNFMCMDI����W{�̀ZM����W�THMH�E�HKHIMCEIBQ�ENNAJEQZ�IJ�BDIMOAEIM�IZMYMHI�MaBHIBDO�NAJQMHHMH�EDU�CMIZJUH�BDIJ�E�TDBSBMU�DEIBJDEF�SAECM|JA��SJA�BDQBUMDI�CEDEOMCMDIEQAJHH�EFF�ZJCMFEDU�HMQTABIK�EQIBRBIBMH�BDQFTUBDO�NAMRMDIBJD��NAJIMQIBJD��AMHNJDHM��CBIBOEIBJD��EDUAMQJRMAK{��AEDIMMH�CTHI�THM�HIEDUEAUB_MU�AMHJTAQM�CEDEOMCMDI�QJDQMNIH�SJA�AMHJTAQM�IKNBDO�QAMUMDIBEFBDO��EDU�ED�BDRMDIJAK�IJ�SEQBFBIEIM�IZM�MSSMQIBRM�BUMDIBSBQEIBJD��UBHNEIQZ��UMNFJKCMDI�IAEQ�BDO�EDU�AMQJRMAK�JS�AMHJTAQMH{PCMAOMDQK��EDEOMCMDI�VFEDH@BIBMH�EDU�QJTDIBMH�CTHI�ZERM�E�QTAAMDI�MCMAOMDQK�CEDEOMCMDI�NFED�JA�YM�E�FMOEFFK�MHIEYFBHZMUCMCYMA�JS�ED�BDIMA�̂TABHUBQIBJDEF�MCMAOMDQK�CEDEOMCMDI�NAJOAEC�|BIZ�E�NFED�JD�SBFM�|BIZ�IZMM̀aEH�bMNEAICMDI�JS�VTYFBQ�WESMIK��̀MaEH�bBRBHBJD�JS�PCMAOMDQK��EDEOMCMDI�c̀bP�d{�VFEDH�CTHIYM�CEBDIEBDMU�IZAJTOZJTI�IZM�MDIBAM�OAEDI�NMASJACEDQM�NMABJU�EDU�CTHI�YM�EI�FMEHI�EI�IZM�DIMACMUBEIM��MRMF{��S�KJT�ZERM�}TMHIBJDH�QJDQMADBDO�KJTA�PCMAOMDQK��EDEOMCMDI�VFEDcNAMNEAMUDMHHd�FMRMF��QJDIEQI�KJTA�PCMAOMDQK��EDEOMCMDI�@JJAUBDEIJA�cP�@d�JA�KJTA�AMOBJDEF@JTDQBF�JS��JRMADCMDIH�c@X�d{��JA�}TMHIBJDH�QJDQMADBDO�NFED�UMSBQBMDQBMH��QJDIEQI�̀bP��EIIUMC{NFEDH�IUMC{IMaEH{OJR{PFBOBYBFBIK�LM}TBAMCMDIHVAJOAEC��DQJCM�NNFBQEDI�EOAMMH�IJ�QJCNFK�|BIZ�EFF�SMUMAEF�EDU�HIEIM�ATFMH�EDU�AMOTFEIBJDH�SJA�NAJOAEC�BDQJCM�EDUEOAMMH�IJ�AMNJAI�EFF�NAJOAEC�BDQJCM�IZEI�BH�OMDMAEIMU�EH�E�AMHTFI�JS�IZM�NAĴMQI�H�EQIBRBIBMH{�NNFBQEDI�EOAMMH�IJ�AMNJAI�NAJOAEC�BDQJCM�IZAJTOZ�E�SJACEF�OAEDI�EÛTHICMDI�EDU�IJ�HMQTAM�VWXENNAJREF�NABJA�IJ�THM�JS�IZM�NAJOAEC�BDQJCM{��NNFBQEDI�EOAMMH�IJ�THM�NAJOAEC�BDQJCM�SJA�EFFJ|EYFMQJHIH�EDU�EOAMMH�IJ�MaNMDU�NAJOAEC�BDQJCM�BCCMUBEIMFK�ESIMA�VWX�H�ENNAJREF�JS�E�OAEDIEÛTHICMDI�EDU�NABJA�IJ�AM}TMHIBDO�AMBCYTAHMCMDI�JS�STDUH{bMUTQIBJD��MIZJU���VAJOAEC�BDQJCM�HZEFF�YM�UMUTQIMU�SAJC�IJIEF�EFFJ|EYFM�QJHIH�IJUMIMACBDM�IZM�DMI�EFFJ|EYFM�QJHIH{�VAJOAEC�BDQJCM�HZEFF�YM�THMU�SJA�QTAAMDI�QJHIH�TDFMHH�VWXETIZJAB_MH�JIZMA|BHM{�VAJOAEC�BDQJCM�|ZBQZ�IZM�OAEDIMM�UBU�DJI�EDIBQBNEIM�EI�IZM�IBCM�JS�IZME|EAU�HZEFF�YM�THMU�IJ�AMUTQM�IZM�VWX�E|EAU�EDU�OAEDIMM�CEIQZ�AEIZMA�IZED�IJ�BDQAMEHM�IZMSTDUH�QJCCBIIMU�IJ�IZM�NAĴMQI{�HHMI�WMB_TAMH�EDU��JASMBITAMH���VAJOAEC�BDQJCM�SAJC�EHHMI�HMB_TAMH�EDU�SJASMBITAMH�BHQJDHBUMAMU�MEADMU�|ZMD�IZM�NAJNMAIK�ZEH�YMMD�EÛTUBQEIMU�IJ�IZM�YMDMSBI�JS�IZM�NFEBDIBSS�cM{O{�FE|�MDSJAQMCMDI�MDIBIKd{VAJOAEC�LM}TBAMCMDIH
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@ABCDBEF�GED�HAIJGBEBEF�KLMN�KGOGPBCBJBNIQR�SCC�TGOGPBCBJBNI�PNBEF�PABCJ�LM�IAIJGBEND�UAIJ�VGWN�G�TCNGM�CBEX�JL�LEN�LM�ULMN�KLMN�KGOGPBCBJBNIBE�JVN�YGJBLEGC�ZMNOGMNDENII�[LGCR\R�]GÊ �TGOGPBCBJBNI�_VBTV�IAOOLMJ�JNMMLMBIU�OMNOGMNDENII�IBUACJGENLAIĈ�IAOOLMJ�OMNOGMNDENIIL̀M�LJVNM�VGaGMDIR�[MGEJNNI�UAIJ�DNULEIJMGJN�JVBI�DAGCbAIN�cAGCBĴ�̀LM�GÊ �GTJBWBJBNIBUOCNUNEJND�AEDNM�JVBI�OMLFMGU�JVGJ�GMN�ELJ�NdOCBTBJĈ�̀LTAIND�LE�JNMMLMBIU�OMNOGMNDENIIRSTJBWBJBNI�BUOCNUNEJND�AEDNM�HeHZ�UAIJ�IAOOLMJ�JNMMLMBIU�OMNOGMNDENII�P̂ �PABCDBEF�LMIAIJGBEBEF�TGOGPBCBJBNI�JVGJ�MNCGJN�JL�JVN�OMNWNEJBLE�L̀f�OMLJNTJBLE�̀MLUf�UBJBFGJBLE�L̀fMNIOLEIN�JLf�GED�MNTLWNM̂�̀MLU�JNMMLMBIURgR�hAEDBEF�IVLACD�PN�AIND�JL�IAIJGBE�TLMN�TGOGPBCBJBNIR�YN_�TGOGPBCBJBNI�IVLACD�ELJ�PN�PABCJ�GJ�JVNNdONEIN�L̀�UGBEJGBEBEF�TAMMNEJ�GED�TMBJBTGCĈ�ENNDND�TLMN�TGOGPBCBJBNIR�YN_�TGOGPBCBJBNI�UAIJPN�GCBFEND�_BJV�TGOGPBCBĴ�JGMFNJI�GED�FGOI�BDNEJB̀BND�JVMLAFV�JVN�iejkSlHZk�OMLTNIIR]BIIBLE�SMNGIiVN�YGJBLEGC�ZMNOGMNDENII�[LGC�LMFGEBaNI�JVN�TLMN�TGOGPBCBJBNI�BEJL�JVN�̀BWN�UBIIBLE�GMNGImZMNWNEJBLER�ZMNWNEJf�GWLBD�LM�IJLO�GE�BUUBENEJf�JVMNGJNEND�LM�GTJAGC�GTJ�L̀�JNMMLMBIURZMLJNTJBLER�ZMLJNTJ�LAM�TBJBaNEIf�MNIBDNEJIf�WBIBJLMIf�GED�GIINJI�GFGBEIJ�JVN�FMNGJNIJ�JVMNGJIGED�VGaGMDI�BE�G�UGEENM�JVGJ�GCCL_I�LAM�BEJNMNIJIf�GIOBMGJBLEIf�GED�_Ĝ �L̀�CB̀N�JL�JVMBWNR]BJBFGJBLER�kNDATN�JVN�CLII�L̀�CB̀N�GED�OMLONMĴ�P̂ �CNIINEBEF�JVN�BUOGTJ�L̀�̀AJAMN�DBIGIJNMIRkNIOLEINR�kNIOLED�cABTXĈ�JL�IGWN�CBWNIf�OMLJNTJ�OMLONMĴ�GED�JVN�NEWBMLEUNEJf�GED�UNNJPGIBT�VAUGE�ENNDI�BE�JVN�G̀JNMUGJV�L̀�G�TGJGIJMLOVBT�BETBDNEJRkNTLWNM̂R�kNTLWNM�JVMLAFV�G�̀LTAI�LE�JVN�JBUNĈ�MNIJLMGJBLEf�IJMNEFJVNEBEF�GED�MNWBJGCBaGJBLEL̀�BÈMGIJMATJAMNf�VLAIBEF�GED�G�IAIJGBEGPCN�NTLELU f̂�GI�_NCC�GI�JVN�VNGCJVf�ILTBGCf�TACJAMGCfVBIJLMBT�GED�NEWBMLEUNEJGC�̀GPMBT�L̀�TLUUAEBJBNI�G̀ ǸTJND�P̂ �G�TGJGIJMLOVBT�BETBDNEJRYGJBLE_BDN�K̂ PNM�HNTAMBĴ�kNWBN_[MGEJNNI�_BCC�PN�MNcABMND�JL�TLUOCNJN�JVN�YGJBLE_BDN�K̂ PNMINTAMBĴ�kNWBN_�nYKHkof�NEGPCBEFGFNETBNI�JL�PNETVUGMX�GED�UNGIAMN�OMLFMNII�L̀�BUOMLWBEF�JVNBM�T̂PNMINTAMBĴ�OLIJAMNR�iVN�KVBǸjÈLMUGJBLE�p`̀BTNM�nKjpof�KVBǸ�jÈLMUGJBLE�HNTAMBĴ�p`̀BTNM�nKjHpof�LM�NcABWGCNEJ�̀LM�NGTVMNTBOBNEJ�GFNET̂�IVLACD�TLUOCNJN�JVN�YKHkR�j̀�JVNMN�BI�EL�Kjp�LM�KjHpf�JVN�ULIJ�INEBLMT̂PNMINTAMBĴ�OML̀NIIBLEGC�IVLACD�TLUOCNJN�JVN�GIINIIUNEJR�iVN�YKHk�BI�GWGBCGPCN�GJ�EL�TLIJ�JL�JVNAINM�GED�JGXNI�GOOMLdBUGJNĈ�\bg�VLAMI�JL�TLUOCNJNR�hLM�ULMN�BÈLMUGJBLE�GPLAJ�JVN�YKHkf�WBIBJmVJJOImll___RTBINTAMBĴRLMFlUIbBIGTlINMWBTNIlETIMlRpWNMGCC�KNMJB̀BTGJBLEqGTV�GOOCBTGEJ�GFNET̂�UAIJ�TNMJB̀̂ �JL�JVN�IONTB̀BT�MNcABMNUNEJI�DNJGBCND�GPLWN�GI�_NCC�GI�JL�TLUOĈ_BJV�GCC�MNcABMNUNEJI�_BJVBE�JVN�ZHp�hAEDBEF�SEELAETNUNEJf�JVN�rstuv�wx�ryz{w|f�JVN�ryz{wvv}x{utwtx{|�z{u�~v|�x{|t�t�twtv|f�GÊ �GAJVLMBaBEF�LM�GOOCBTGPCN�IJGJN�GED�̀NDNMGC�IJGJAJNI�GEDMNFACGJBLEI�JL�PN�NCBFBPCN�̀LM�JVBI�OMLFMGUR��j�TNMJB̀̂ �JL�GCC�L̀�JVN�GOOCBTGJBLE�TLEJNEJ�GED�MNcABMNUNEJIRZML�NTJ�HAUUGM̂�m@MBǸĈ�IAUUGMBaN�JVN�OML�NTJf�BETCADBEF�OMLOLIND�GTJBWBJBNI�GED�BEJNEDND�BUOGTJRiVBI�OML�NTJ�_BCC�OMLWBDN�JMGBEBEFf�NcABOUNEJ�GED�IAOOCBNI�̀LM�JVN�T̂PNM�MNIOLEIN�JNGUR�jJNUI�_BCC�BETCADNYj]H�Qgb���bQ\Q\�K̂ PNM�jETBDNEJ�kNIOLEIN�JLLCIm��BFBJGC�̀LMNEIBTI�JLLC�IABJN���MBJNbPCLTX�VGMD_GMNDNWBTNI���NWBTNI�TGOGPCN�L̀�CBWN�UNULM̂�TGOJAMNR�KAIJLUBaND�TLUOAJNM�JL_NMIf�INMWNMIf�_MBJN�PCLTXBEFDNWBTNIf�GED�ONMBOVNMGCIR�iVBI�OML�NTJ�_BCC�IAOOLMJ�T̂PNM�MNIBCBNET̂�GED�MNTLWNM̂�OCGEEBEF�JVMLAFVLAJ�JVNMNFBLE�P̂ �OMLWBDBEF�CLTGClMNFBLEGC�OLCBT̂�DNWNCLOUNEJf�PNIJ�OMGTJBTNI�_LMXIVLOIf�GED�WACENMGPBCBĴBDNEJB̀BTGJBLER�iVN�OML�NTJ�_BCC�_LMX�_BJV�OLCBT̂UGXNMI�IATV�GI�NCNTJND�L̀ B̀TBGCI�GED�INEBLM�LMFGEBaGJBLEGCUGEGFNUNEJf�ji�BÈMGIJMATJAMN�GED�DGJG�UGEGFNMIf�NUNMFNET̂�UGEGFNMIf�GED�CG_�NÈLMTNUNEJR�S�MNFBLEGC_LMXBEF�FMLAO�_BCC�PN�NIJGPCBIVND�̀LM�JVN�OAMOLINI�L̀�TMNGJBEF�G�JMAIJND�PLD̂ �L̀�UNUPNMIVBO�GED�G�MNFBLEGCT̂PNM�MNIOLEIN�JNGURZMLPCNU�HJGJNUNEJ�mZMLWBDN�G�DNJGBCND�GTTLAEJ�L̀�JVN�BIIANIf�JVMNGJI�LM�VGaGMDI�JVGJ�̂LAM�OML�NTJ�_BCC�JGMFNJR�hLM�̀NDNMGCeLUNCGED�HNTAMBĴ�[MGEJIf�BETCADN�IONTB̀BT�MǸNMNETNI�JL�JVN�MNFBLEGC�LM�IJGJN���yvzw�z{u��z�zyu�uv{wt�t�zwtx{�z{u�~t|���||v||�v{w�����~��f�GI�GOOCBTGPCNRiVBI�OML�NTJ�IAOOLMJI�JVN�K̂ PNMINTAMBĴ�JGMFNJ�TGOGPBCBĴ�GI�BDNEJB̀BND�LE�OGFNI�Q\�GED�\��L̀�JVN�KSZKp[iejkSR�K̂ PNMbGJJGTXIf�IATV�GI�MGEILU_GMN�GJJGTXIf�GMN�LTTAMMBEF�_BJV�BETMNGIBEF�̀MNcANET̂�GED�L̀JNEJGMFNJ�TMBJBTGC�BÈMGIJMATJAMNf�OMBWGJN�INTJLM�IJGXNVLCDNMIf�LM�FLWNMEUNEJ�NEJBJBNIR�SI�ELJND�BE�JVN�KSZKp[iejkSf�JVN�KSZKp[�MNFBLE�VGI�UBEBUGC�TAMMNEJ�TGOGTBĴ�JL�GDDMNII�DBIMAOJBLEI�TGAIND�P̂ �T̂PNMbGJJGTXIf
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@ABCA�DEFGHI�BJ�ECKJKLBC�MBFDGNIBKJ�OJM�MBFHKCOIBKJ�IK�HKCOH�PGFBJEFFEF�OJM�DEFBMEJIFQRSBFIBJT�UONOPBHBIV�WEXEHF�YZEFCDBPE�IAE�ESBFIBJT�CONOPBHBIV�HEXEHF[�BJCHGMBJT�DEFKGDCEF�IAOI�ODE�CGDDEJIHV�BJ�NHOCE�IK�FGNNKDI�IABFNDK\ECI�NDBKD�IK�IAE�GFE�K]�TDOJI�]GJMFQÛ _Ù a�AOF�NDEXBKGFHV�FGNNKDIEM�UVPED�BFFGEF�IADKGTA�IDOBJBJT[�ESEDCBFEF[�OJM�FVLNKFBGLFQ�bE�AOXECDEOIEM�O�CKJIOCI�HBFI�K]�HKCOH�TKXEDJLEJI�cd�HEOMEDFQ�eK@EXED[�OF�O�DEFGHI[�NEDBKMBC�CKLLGJBCOIBKJ�KJMEXEHKNBJT�NDKPHELF�OJM�CDKFF�CKLLGJBCOIBKJF�PEI@EEJ�cd�OJM�RLEDTEJCV�fOJOTELEJI�AOF�PETGJ[OHIAKGTA�KJ�O�HBLBIEM�POFBFQUONOPBHBIV�aONFYZEFCDBPE�IAE�CONOPBHBIV�TONF�@ABCA�@BHH�PE�OMMDEFFEM�PV�IAE�NDK\ECIQ�gKD�]EMEDOH�eKLEHOJM�hECGDBIV�aDOJIF[BJCHGME�FNECB]BC�DE]EDEJCEF�IK�IAE�DETBKJOH�KD�FIOIE@BME�hIOIE�_DENODEMJEFF�iENKDI�jh_ikQF̂�BMEJIB]BEM�BJ�IAE�Û _Ù a�hIOlEAKHMED�_DENODEMJEFF�iEXBE@�jh_ik�KJ�NOTE�mn[�IAEDE�ODE�MBFNODBIBEFPEI@EEJ�\GDBFMBCIBKJOH�CONOPBHBIBEF�IK�OMMDEFF�CVPEDFECGDBIV�JEEMF�KD�BFFGEF�@BIABJ�IAE�DETBKJQ�bABHE�FKLE\GDBFMBCIBKJF�AOXE�FIO]]�OJM�DEFKGDCEF�IK�MEMBCOIE�IK�CVPEDFECGDBIV�CKJCEDJF[�JKI�OHH�\GDBFMBCIBKJF�AOXE�EoGOHCONOPBHBIBEF[�OJM�IAEDE�ODE�JK�DETBKJOH�FIOJMODMF[�NKHBCBEF[�KD�NHOJF�FG]]BCBEJI�IK�OMMDEFF�IAEFE�TONFQM̂MBIBKJOH�CKKDMBJOIBKJ[�IDOBJBJT[�OJM�NHOJJBJT�BJBIBOIBXEF�ODE�JECEFFODV�IK�CDEOIE�CKAEFBXE�NHOJF�]KDOMMDEFFBJT�IAEFE�CONOPBHBIV�TONF[�OJM�UVPED�hECGDBIV�BJBIBOIEF�ODE�BMEJIB]BEM�OF�O�NDBKDBIV�]KD�mpmm�jh_iNOTE�qrkQcLNOCI�hIOIELEJI�YZEFCDBPE�IAE�NDK\ECI�TKOHFsKP\ECIBXEF�OJM�AK@�IABF�NDK\ECI�@BHH�LOBJIOBJ�CONOPBHBIBEF�KD�DEMGCE�CONOPBHBIVTONFQdABF�NDK\ECI�FGNNKDIF�IAE�RJAOJCBJT�UVPEDFECGDBIV�BJXEFILEJI�ODEO�OJM�@BHH�OBM�BJ�NDEXEJIBJT[�NDENODBJT]KD[�NDKIECIBJT�OTOBJFI[�OJM�DEFNKJMBJT�IK�OCIF�K]�IEDDKDBFLt�AEHN�IAE�hIOIE�IK�LEEI�BIF�IODTEI�CONOPBHBIBEFtOJM�KIAED@BFE�DEMGCE�KXEDOHH�DBFl�IK�IAE�hIOIE�PV�FGNNKDIBJT�IAE�FECGDBIV�OJM�]GJCIBKJBJT�K]�CDBIBCOHBJ]DOFIDGCIGDE�OJM�CKDE�CONOPBHBIBEF�BJ�IEDLF�K]�NDEXEJIBJT[�NDENODBJT�]KD[�NDKIECIBJT�OTOBJFI[�KD�DEFNKJMBJTIK�OCIF�K]�IEDDKDBFL�OJM�BMEJIB]VBJT[�OFFEFFBJT[�OJM�LOJOTBJT�CVPED�DBFl�CKJFBFIEJI�@BIA�IAE�dESOFUVPEDFECGDBIV�_HOJ�OJM�gGJCIBKJF�KGIHBJEM�BJ�IAE�uOIBKJOH�cJFIBIGIE�K]�hIOJMODMF�OJM�dECAJKHKTVvFgDOLE@KDl�]KD�cLNDKXBJT�UDBIBCOH�cJ]DOFIDGCIGDE�UVPEDFECGDBIVQ�wGMTEIY�dAE�CKFIxE]]ECIBXEJEFF�K]�IABFNDK\ECI�@BHH�PE�LOSBLByEM�IADKGTA�IAE�GFE�K]�CKLNEIBIBXE�PBMMBJT�NDKCEFFEF[�CKLNHBOJCE�@BIAKDTOJByOIBKJOH�NDKCGDELEJI�NKHBCBEF[�CKJIBJGEM�NDKLKIBKJ�K]�LGIGOH�OBM[�OJM�IAE�FAODBJT�OJM�GFE�K]FIOIE@BME�KD�DETBKJOH�OFFEIF�@AEJ�NKFFBPHEsONNDKNDBOIEQ�cLNOCIY�dABF�NDK\ECI�@BHH�CHKFE�UVPEDF�CONOPBHBIVTONF�BMEJIB]BEM�BJ�IAE�hIOIEzF�hIOlEAKHMED�_DENODEMJEFF�iEXBE@�jh_ik�OJM�OMMDEFF�JOIBKJOH�NDBKDBIBEF�OFKGIHBJEM�BJ�IAE�g{mpmn�ù g̀ �PV�AEHNBJT�IK�EJFGDE�ONNDKNDBOIE�OGIAKDBIBEF�DEXBE@�OJM�GNMOIE�CVPED�BJCBMEJINHOJFsOJJESEF�POFEM�KJ�EXKHXBJT�IADEOIF�CKXEDBJT�NGPHBCHV�LOJOTEM�OJMsKD�DETGHOIEM�CDBIBCOHBJ]DOFIDGCIGDE�]OCBHBIBEFQ�cLNDKXELEJI�K]�IABF�CONOPBHBIVsNDKTDEFF�IK@ODMF�IAE�UONOPBHBIV�dODTEI�BMEJIB]BEM�BJIAE�h_i�@BHH�PE�LEOFGDEM�OJM�EXOHGOIEM�IADKGTA�IAE�h_i�oGOJIBIOIBXE�DEXBE@�NDKCEFF[�@ABCA�OFFEFFEFCONOPBHBIBEF�PGBHI[�FGFIOBJEM[�KD�HKFI�KXED�IBLEQ�UKHHOPKDOIBKJY�dAE�DECBNBEJI�BF�JKI�O@ODE�K]�OJV�ESBFIBJTHKTBFIBCOH[�IECAJKHKTBCOH[�HETOH[�NKHBCV[�KD�KIAED�BLNEMBLEJIF�IK�CKHHOPKDOIBJT[�JEI@KDlBJT[�FAODBJTBJ]KDLOIBKJ[�CKKNEDOIBJT[�OJM�]KFIEDBJT�O�CGHIGDE�K]�JOIBKJOH�NDENODEMJEFFQ�cJ�IAE�EXEJI�IAOI�FGCA�OJBLNEMBLEJI�FAKGHM�PE�BMEJIB]BEM[�IAE�DECBNBEJI�@BHH�OCIBXEHV�CKKDMBJOIE�@BIA�DEHEXOJI�NODIJEDF�IK�OHHEXBOIEOJMsKD�EHBLBJOIE�IAE�KPFIOCHEQ�dAE�DECBNBEJI�@BHH�CKJIBJGE�IK�CKHHOPKDOIE�@BIA�OHH�NODIJEDF�IK�NDEXEJI[NDENODE�]KD[�NDKIECI�OTOBJFI[�OJM�DEFNKJM�IK�OCIF�K]�IEDDKDBFLt�LEEI�IODTEI�CONOPBHBIBEFt�FGNNKDI�IAE�JOIBKJOHFECGDBIV�LBFFBKJ�K]�Zeh�OJM�KIAED�]EMEDOH�OTEJCBEFt�OJM�KIAED@BFE�DEMGCE�IAE�KXEDOHH�DBFl�IK�IAE�ABTAxDBFlGDPOJ�ODEO[�IAE�hIOIE[�KD�IAE�uOIBKJQeKLEHOJM�hECGDBIV�_DBKDBIV�̂CIBKJFYcMEJIB]V�IAE�dESOF�eKLEHOJM�hECGDBIV�_DBKDBIV�̂CIBKJ�LKFI�CHKFEHV�OHBTJEM�@BIA�IABF�NDK\ECIQ�ROCA�_DBKDBIVĈIBKJ�BF�HBJlEM�@BIA�OJ�|}~�������������������������������������������������������������Q�WBFI�IAE�_DBKDBIVĈIBKJ�PV�JGLPED�OJM�IESI�jEQTQ�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������QkmQnQ Y�RFIOPHBFA�DKGIBJE�CKKDMBJOIBKJ�NDKCEFFEF�PEI@EEJ�TKXEDJLEJI�OJM�CDBIBCOH�BJ]DOFIDGCIGDE�FGNNKDIDENDEFEJIOIBXEF�IADKGTA�IAE�_DBXOIE�hECIKD�̂MXBFKDV�UKGJCBH�OJM�KIAED�]KDGLF�IK�NDKLKIE�BJ]KDLOIBKJFAODBJT�OJM�CKHHOPKDOIBKJ�KJ�NAVFBCOH�OJM�CVPEDFECGDBIV�BFFGEFQdODTEI�aDKGN�YcMEJIB]V�IAE�IODTEI�TDKGN�OJM�NKNGHOIBKJ�ESNECIEM�IK�PEJE]BI�]DKL�IABF�NDK\ECIQÛ _Ù a�iETBKJ�x�BJCHGMBJT�HKCOH�TKXEDJLEJI�NODIJEDF�OJM�FIDOIETBC�BJ]DOFIDGCIGDE�NODIJEDF�OJM�IAE�CVPEDDEFNKJFE�IEOLQWKJTxdEDL�̂NNDKOCAYZEFCDBPE�AK@�IAE�ONNHBCOJI�OTEJCV�@BHH�LOBJIOBJ�IAE�CONOPBHBIBEF�FGNNKDIEM�PV�IABF�NDK\ECI�@BIAKGIOMMBIBKJOH�]EMEDOH�KD�FIOIE�]GJMFQ�c]�FGFIOBJLEJI�BF�MENEJMEJI�GNKJ�]EMEDOH�KD�FIOIE�TDOJIF[�MEFCDBPE�IAEKJTKBJT�JEEM�]KD�]GIGDE�TDOJIF[�OF�ONNHBCOPHEQ
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